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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 7, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Search For Knowledge Doesn't Stop
As Mrs. Pattirsson Nears Age 103
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Vol. U(XXXIV No. 135

$500,000 Treatment
Facility Unveiled By
Tappan This Morning

February, 5, 1871. Her mother
died bearing her. For most of
her early years, she traveled all
across the world with her father
in search of knowledge.
Today at the Fern Terrace
Lodge in Murray, that search
still continues.
She can be seen reading the
New York Times, the Landon
Daily News or the Paree
Matein. She watches television
to learn about Skylab, to learn
By DAVID HILL
about the current events of the
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
sem
world.
The Tappan Manufacturing
The list of languages she
unveiled its new $500,000 water
speaks is astounding. She is
treatment facility this morning
fluent in French, English,
to several civic and community
German, Italian, Russian,
leaders.
Spanish, Austrian, Sweedish
The facility,'which took three
and Norweigian.
years of engineering and
"I cried tears over having to
construction, was completed in
learn all those languages but
late April, only three weeks
now I can see the value of it,"
behind schedule due to bad
Mrs. Pattirsson said.
weather.
"My father was an electrical
An impressive operation, the
scientist and I tracked all over
water treatment plant is located
the world with him and helping
east of Industrial Road, and is
in research."
the only such operation in this
She holds an A.B. Degree
part of the state.
from Iowa State College where
The facility is also the only
she taught after graduating.
one of its kind in use by the
For six years, she was a
Tappan Company at any of its
professor at the University of
eight plants.
N
'\
Cincinnati.
Although when the facility
At the age of 18, she was
was first planned the Tappan
married. Her husband held a
plant used about 15 million
Phd. Degree and an M.D.
gallons of water per month, reCURRENT EVENTS ENTHUSIAST—Mrs. Virginia Pattirssoo keeps up with her reading as she
Degree. Eight years later, Mrs.
cycling and conservation
looks over a newspaper. Mrs. Pattirsson, a 102 year old resident of Fern Terrace Lodge, is currently
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon) Pattirsson was a widow.
practices have since lowered
riting her book.
She had two children, one of
that figure to 10 mlllion gallons
whom is in his 70's and living in
per month that the plant is
California. The other sal was
treating.
killed in World War H.
E.J. Haverstack, general
Her first real teaching exmanager of the local plant, said
perience came shortly after her
that the conservation practices
graduation from'Iowa State.
greatly reduce the costs of the
She built a cabin on Pinnacle
treatment facility, since less
Depart- Mountain, located three miles
water must be treated.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — For- high government job until the pest in the ComMerce
ment. "At that time I just from Middlesboro, Kentucky.
Two sumps pump about 300 to
mer Nixon campaign treasurer case was cleared up.
"There wasn't a thing on the::
Sloan said he felt very good MOW up my hada," Sloan
DS gallons per minute from the
Hugh W. Sloan Jr. tent:tried tomountain but just naked hills,"
plant, located on East Main, to
day he had feared adminis- about the meeting, but a few
the treatment facility. The
Moan said he told Haldeman: Mrs. Pattirsson recalls.
tration retribution for telling days later read that Magruder
"I saw that and every step I
system is designed for 350
the truth about the Watergate had been appointed to a policy "I want you to know that I feel
that I did not leave the team. took up, I said that I must have
gallons per minute, Haverstock
wiretapping, but was assured it
As far as I'm ooncerned, the
said, so there is room for growth
wouldn't happen.
She left her preparatory
team left me."
and added water consumption
And he said he threw up his
Sloan also told the Senate's school after a year because of
without modifications of the
hands when the man he actelevised Watergate hearings personal reasons.
present system.
cused of asking him to lie, forwho
Pattirsson,
Mrs
that he does not believe MauAn important feature of the
mer campaign deputy Jeb S.
rice H. Stans, the Nixon cam- describes herself as a "Hillbilly
treatment facility is the
Magruder, was given a $36,000paign linen& chairman, was Baptist," has turned her fansafeguards taken at each step of
a-year government job.
involved in any illegal activi- tasies to writing.
water treatment. Each system
Sloan testified at the Senate's
She has already sent in two
ties. Stans has been indicted by
has back-up equipment, in case
televised Watergate hearings
to
manuscripts
a federal grand jury in New book
that he visited White House
(See Tappan, Page 14)
York, and has pleaded innocent publishers and hopes to have
chief of staff H. R. Haldeman
few
b
a
within
in
the books published
to conspiracy charges
last January after testifying as
months
fund-raising case.
a government witness at the
Her books are based on the
"I did not and do not believe
trial of the Watergate burglars.
of Murray today took
that Secretary Stans was in any current events of her years
WATER TREATMENT FACILITY— Tappan Manufacturing Company
Re said Haldeman assured
facility, located
treatment
water
$500,000
new
How does a yeoman of Mrs. several civic and community leaders on a tour of its
way involved in the criminal
administration
the
him
the Tappan plant here.
from
output
water
purifies
the
about
disstructure
in
feel
Wee-level
said
age
Sloan
The
's
"
Road.
Pattirason
activities,
industrial
of
his
east
of
wouldn't stand in the way
Staff Photo by David Hill
Several local students are
cussing the Watergate case. "I space program and the high
Danny Cottrell
finding a private job, but that
among the thirty-three Kenthought he had_ been left hold- (See Mrs.Pattirsson,Page 14)
no one regarded as a "Watering the bag..."
tucky young people who will
gate figure" would be given a
serve as summer missionaries
Sloan said he sought the
during June, July, and August.
White House meeting with HalThe students were appointed
deman after the Watergate
by the Southern Baptist Contrial last January because he
vention Home Mission Board
was seeking private employand will serve for ten weeks in
ment. He said there seemed to
various parts of the United
Danny Cottrell will be the be a lull in the case, that it
Sheriff Clyde Steele has
A reorganizational meeting of
States.
reported that there has been' speaker at the gospel meeting to seemed Watergate "had been
holds the wing firmly against
SPACE CENTER, Houston utes before the scheduled exit
Miss Beverly Anne Paschall,
damage done to a number of be held at the Green Plain gotten away with, that it had the Calloway County Democthe workshop.
space.
into
been
has
men"
astronauts
Club
starting
Skylab
seven
at Southwestern
the
Women's
ratic
Two
with
Christ
—
student
of
(AP)
stopped
mailboxes in various parts of Church
r
commande
the
If successful,
12, opened their spa& station
Earlier, Conrad and Kerwin
has been appointed
Seminary,
the County. Sheriff Steele said Sunday,June 10, and continuing who were convicted or pleaded scheduled for Tuesday, June
a rope that
at eight p.m. in the court room hatch today and prepared to had rated their chances of suc- Is to crouch under
guilty at the trial.
to serve in the state of Virginia.
that both he and the Post Office through Friday, June 15.
the
over
taut
pulled
been
has
Sloan said people then in- of the Calloway County Court step outside to try to unjam a cess to unjam the panel 50-50.
Students at Murray State
Sunday services will be
Department were concerned
handrail.
Success of the 270-mile-high same route as the
appointed and their
solar wing and restore nearly
University
Sunday School at ten a.m. volved in the Nixon political ap- House.
about the damage.
been full power to their orbiting lab- space stroll would provide the With the rope, on his shoulder, places to serve are: Esabelle
has
Ray
his
to
eleven
Billie
Mrs.
at
opposed
preaching
were
by
paratus
followed
damaging
A person caught
chairman oratory
space station with additional he is to stand up, hopefully Gray Ray, Murray, California;
mailboxes may be fined up to a.m. and again at 7:45 p.m. views and actions in testifying appointed temporary
wing
the
for
badly needed electrical power raising the 30-foot solar
plans
Conrad
the
week
for
Commander Charles
Nancy Ann Sledd, Murray,
about campaign payments.
$2,000.00 by state laws, and Services throughout the
motion.
ke
scissors-li
a
in
beam
and
Kerwin
Conrad.
and
enable
club
the
and
of
each
tion
wanted
P.
Kerwin
reorganiza
.Joseph
therefore
o'clock
Dr
7:45
he
and
Jr
said
at
He
Kansas-Nebraska;, Jackie
be
will
a
also
is
damaging a mailbox
That would free solar cell
to make clear to Haldeman urges all interested persons to entered an airlock, donned Paul J. Weitz to complete a full
William Stanley and Carlene
federal crime. The Sheriff said evening.
rays
sun's
the
panels to convert
, New
Murray'
their pressurized space suits experiment load during the reStanley,
The guest speaker is an -why I had done what I had attend.
he urged anyone having any
central and pushed open the hatch at maining 14 days of their four- to energy to charge electrical England; Dwight Glen Borurn,
state
the
of
member
the
A
in
instructor
and
evangelist
persons
information regarding
(See Sloan, Page 14)
batteries in the station.
ts
executive committee of the 11:23 am EDT, about 50 mm-' week mission.
Hopkinsville, Arkansas
damaging these boxes to report Bible and Speech Departmen
They would provide more
to
plan
Kerwin
Rex
and
Mrs.
party,
Conrad
c
college,
Democrati
; Pippa Howard
(Resort)
of Freed-Hardeman
it to his office.
nearWATERSHED TAX
slip outside the station hatch, than 3,000 watts of power,
Benefield, will be present on
Louisville, New
Downing,
Henderson, Tann. He received
now
IS CLARIFIED
attached to 60-foot lifelines that ly doubling the amount
Tuesday to help in the plans for
York; Keith Lynn Jenkins,
the Bachelor of Arts degree
station.
space
the
in
FREE KITTENS
Information printed in an reorganization. Also in atfeed oxygen and air to their available
Calvert City, Wisconsin; Mark
from David Lipscomb College
Skylab has been short of elecFive kittens are free to and the Master of Arts degree advertisement carried in tendance with the president of
bulky spacesuits.
Pitts, Utica, Califora launching mis- Preston
persons for pets. For in- from the Hardin Graduate Monday and Tuesday's Ledger the Graves County Democratic
They plan to extend a 25-foot tricity since
nia; Randa Jo Shemwell,
proa
away
ripped
14
formation call 753-3417 after
& Times concerning the Clark's Women's Club.
David Braden is now serving makeshift handrail, clamping it hap May
Paducah, Kansas-Nebraska;
School of Religion. In 1968 he
River Water Conservancy
5:30 p.m.
as a military policeman with to the solar wing. Then Conrad tective shield, with a strip of it Nancy Karen Wheeler, Hickory,
was the recipient of a Freedoms
which will be voted
the United States Army in is to crawl hand-over-hand and jamming the solar wing.
Georgia.
Foundation Award for his District tax
While outside, Conrad and
possibly
was
Saturday
this
on
Germany. He is the son of Mr. attempt to pry or cut loose an
America
speech, "What Made
misleading.
and Mrs. Burnett Braden of inch-wide aluminum strip that Kerwin also were to repair a
Great?"
cover on one solar telescope.
gave the maximum
ad
The
Galatia, Ill.
a
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served
Cottrell
Bro.
s
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landowner
that
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former
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Day
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Partly cloudy and a little States Congress in 1969 and is
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Frank Albert Stubblgield that a Murray Route Eight, and their Planned At Oaks Club
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grant
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join
actual
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said.
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that
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Michael
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Mr. Braden in Germany
(See Skylab, Page 14)
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retired university professor
By MIKE BRANDON
who likes to read newspapers,
Ledger & Times Writer
On the surface, there is who likes to cook and is
nothing unusual about Mrs. presently writing a book.
But hidden behind the
Virginia Pattirsson. She's a

wrinkles and the soft smile is a
woman who has seen 20 different men serve as president in
her 102 years of life.
Mrs. Pattirsson was born
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Needed Is Simple With Formula
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Determining the quantity of
paint you'll need for an exterior
paint job, is in many ways, as
simple as following the formula
for determining the area of a
rectangle: "Area equals length
times width." In this case
substitute the height of the wall
for the width in the formula.
To determine the area of each
wall, measure the height from
the foundation to eaves, then
multiply the height by the
length of each wall. This yields
the area in square feet for each
wall. Add the products of each
wall together for the total
number of square feet to be
covered.
Gables are the triangular end
walls of a building formed by
the sloping roof line and eaves

-
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Ten Years Ago Today
LADDER5 TOMS FMB

Lee Barnett, age 79, died last night at the home of
a son,.Conn Barnett at Aurora.
Miss Betty Hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Dan
Hart. and Jerry Rose, son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Rose. will receive Bachelor of Science degrees in
pharmacy from the University of Tennessee
Medical Units, Memphis, Tenn., on June 9.
tiita Burton Roland Case, Kathleen Madrey,
Carolyn McNeely, Shirly Thomas, Sue White, and
Carolyn Wilson, members of the Murray College
High FBLA, will attend the national FBLA convention in Dallas, Texas, June 8-12. They will be
accompanied by Eugene Smith, Kentucky FBLA
chairman.
New officers of the WSCS of the First Methodist
Church are Mesdames Jack Bailey, Richard Tuck,
C. C. Lowry, B. C. Allbritten, T. C. Doran. and H. P.
Christopher.

20 Years Ago Today
LE,D0611•T1E58 FILE

Deaths reported are Ben Morris, age 27, killed in a
car wreck in Illinois yesterday,`and Mrs. Woodard
Outland, age 70, who died today.
Miss Shirley Joyce-Qilles, daughter of Dr, and
Mrs. H.C. Chiles, won first place with a piano solo in
the Dixielanders "All-Dixie" talent program at
Greenwood, Miss., June 5.
Terry David Grant, Ralph Boyd, John Woodruff,
and Harold Young were among those receiving
degrees it the University of Kentucky, Lexington,
on June 5.
Major Fred Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Crawford,wasfeatured in the newscastshown at the
_Yafisty Theatre June 5 and 6. He is stationed at
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
_Blessed is the man that endures temptation.—
James 112.
Experience and divine revelation teach that

strong character is developed only through testing.

Isn't it The Truth!
by Carl Riblet, jr.

just viewed a travelogue that describes
modern life in New Zealand, one of the new tourist
attractions, and I have come to the conclusion that
the life-style and economy of that heaven in the
South Pacific is today much like ours was 30 to 40
yvars ago. What a wonderful place New Zealand
must be.
.1 have

"Tourism corrupts people and
places."
—Dictionary of Opinions

Some Unemployed Parents Will
Lose Entitlement To Medicaid
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Department of Economic
$ecurity announced this week
that some unemployed parents
will lose entitlement to
Medicaid effective July 1.
Economic Security ComMissioner Gall S. Huecker said
"the policy change was
necessitated by a threatened
discontinuance of federal
funding for payments made to
adults not meeting the
restrictive federal unemployment definition."
The department is presently
providing medical assistance to
7,634 families based on
unemployment of the father.
These cases include 15,244
adults and 21,539 children
Under the policy change both
children and parents will
continue to receive medical
assistance if the natural or
adoptive father is employed less
than 100 hours per month or is
totally unemployed but has
worked at least six calendar
quarters during the five year
period ending June 1, 1973.
Only children under 21 will be
feligitdc in families in 'which the
father is employed more than
100 hours, but less than 130
lrs—per month, the firtheriS
receiving unemployment
compensation, attending a

training course below the
college level or has less than the
required work history.
All families must be needy
and every father must be
registered for and actively
seeking employment. Entitlement fo, the entire family
ceases if tfather refuses a
bonafide
fer of work or
training.
According to Commissioner
Huecker, no estimate of the
number of adults to be removed
from the program can be made
at this time. During June, each
case will be re-evaluated and
work history gathered to
determine status under the
federally imposed restrictions.
"It is anticipated," she said,
"that the impact will be greatest in Eastern Kentucky where
there is a concentration of
unemployed parent cases and
limited work opportunities."
"It is regrettable," the
Commissioner continued, "that
assistance must now be denied
those, who without the benefit of
medical care may have even
less opportunity to become selfsupporting. However, the
department was able at least to
approval to eontinue assisting children in these
needy families."
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line. For gable ends, multiply
the length of the gable by onehalf its height, measured from
the eaves line to the very top.
Double the figure to get the area
for two gabled ends, triple for
three, etc., and add the figure to
the wall area.
Divide this total by the
number of sqaure feet a gallon
of paint will cover (check the
paint can label) to find the
number of gallons you need. Do
not deduct for windows unless
the total number of square feet
exceeds 100.
An eave is the under border of
a roof that overhangs the wall.
The amount of paint needed for
eaves depends on their construction. For plain eaves that
are to be painted the same color

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D. Director
National Institute of Mental Health .

to include instructional texts,
films, discussion guides, and

One To Grow thr

'I really didn't want to fight either of them!'

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EXICUTIV/ VIC/ PldSiDeNT

Southern States Industrial Council
Population Movements
(os of the significant byproducts of the ever-increasing
industrialization of the Northern Hemisphere countries is
the northward movement of
migrant workers from southern
regions. This phenomenon
receives scant attention,
however.
Consider what is happening in
Western Europe. Great Britain
has had a colossal influx of
people from the Caribbean,
Africa and India-Pakistan. It is
commonplace to see men in
turbans working on British
constructions sites. British
hospitals are heavily staffed by
physicians from South Asia. As
the black African countries
expel their Indian minorities,
these people seek refuge in
England. The population
change is considerable and
already is having effect on the
culture of once wholly AngloSaxon Britain.
Britain is
not the only
European country so affected.
West Germany has a huge Industrial migrant population
drawn
from
Greece,
Yugoslavia, Spain and other
South European nations. The
area around the railway station
at Frankfurt, for example, has
assumed the character of a
Balkan capital.
Tiny
Switzerland
is
gravely concerned about the
number of South Italians who
have entered the country to
work in the Swiss hotel industry.
The situation in France can
be pinpointed exactly. France
now has 3.4 million immigrant
workers. Something like 175,000
newcomers enter the country
every year. One laborer in five
in France is an immigrant.
Most come from Algeria
(750,000), Portugal (685,000),
Spain (650,000), Italy 580.000).
Morocco (110,000), Tunisia
(95,000), and
Yugoslavia
(55,000). Approximately 60,000
come from black African
countries.
Spain also is developing a
problem with newcomers from
Africa who can't fit into the
economy or the social order.
The Barcelona region alone has
25,000 illegal resident aliens,
mainly Africans.
These population movements
result from Western Europe's
need for labor and the chronic
unemployment in much of
Southern Europe and Africa.
Western Europeans have
made enormous economic gains
in the last two decades. They
don't want to do the hard, dirty
work they did in the past. Social
welfare legislation _ in many
Western European countries
has removed the necessity for

many low-income Europeans to
accept unpleasant jobs. Other
Europeans are retiring earlier.
These
conditions
force
European employers, including
governments and municipidities, to look for labor from
Southern Europe or overseas.
But there is a major difference between the European
migrants of today and the
immigrants to Americo in
times past. The Southern
Europeans are short-term
workers. They don't become a
permanent part of the societies
In which they work. Their
alienation already has caused
strife, including riots such as
took place in Holland last year
between Dutch workmen and
Turkish migrant workers. The
dashes between elements of thiNorthern
Southern
and
hemisphere countries are likely
to continue and worsen as
stress increases.

retarded—may well be the
principal source of
global
conflict in the final year of the
20th century. Already, in the
United Nations organization,
the backward lanclq of the
Southern hemisphere demand
that the affluent nations of the
Northern tier finance the uplift •
and transformation of the
Southern tier. This could't be
done, of course, without
drastically reducing the
standard of living of the advanced
The
countries.
developed lands aren't under
any moral obligation to do for
the backward lands what those
nations are unwilling or incapable of doing for themselves. But it is tl,zpe that
Americans and
stern
Europeans become a mindful of
the dangers inherent in the
movement of populations and
what
lies
behind
this
movement.

As a part of the emphasis
being given to child mental
health nationally and through
local and state community Ns..
vices, the National Institute of
Mental Health has launched a
'new program called, "One To
Grow On."
The program is to help
teachers bring mental health to
their classrooms. The idea for
the program grew out of the
basic concern parents, teachers,
and mental health workers have
for decreasing the need for
"specialists" by helping to prevent the child from becoming
"special" in the first place.
A teacher who is sensitive to
the young person's needs and
feelings, and appreciates his
skills, can provide important
help in promoting positive mental health which prevents mental illness.
More time is spent with children and parents by teachers
than by any other professional
group.
In many instances, the teacher is representative of the community for the child. The
school, therefore, has the potential to help a child understand his and others' dependencies, feelings, tears, and joy.
Teachers can help children
understand why people act as
they do. They can help a child
develop self-esteem and an understandtng of what are good
and bad human relations.
Classroom
mental health
holds the potential for enhancing every child's ability to develop his humanness, skill in
decision-making, empathy and
concern for other people, selfunderstanding, and a sense of
responsibility
Although still in the developmental stage, the "One To
Grow On" program is planning

This type of population
movement also has been taking
CENTRAL CENTER
place for a long time in
MATINEES *
Southern Africa where labor
nom backward black African
753-0881
countries streams towards
highly
industrialized South
DUSK TO DAWN SHOW
Africa, causing
serious
problems of influx control and
JUNE 15-16
complication of already difficult population problems.
The United States has its own
problems with a
Southern
Hemisphere population
movement, though these
problems go largely unnoticed.
For years, Puerto Ricans have
poured into New York City,
creating a wide range of
human, cultural, and police
Call
problems. More recently, there
has been an influx of people
,
7 5 3-9 258
from the Dominican Republic,
Haiti and other Caribbean 4*▪ ********************************1
Islands where the economies
are permanently at low ebb. ******************
1101-4-4411-21-441-4.41-**
There is a very serious danger,
CENTRAL
albeit neglected, that the
CENTER
poverty-stricken, untrained
populations of the Caribbean
Matinees
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will be siphoned into the United
Fin•sl In Mori* (nr•rtoinen•nt
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States. If this happens, the U.S.
will be confronted with a new
language problem on a large * * CINEMA 1 *
* CINEMA 2 *
scale plus an increase in
3:55-5:40-7:30-9:20 3:15-4:45-6:15-7:45-9:15:
problems of racial accommodation and cultural •
* ,• 1st Sound—then
Action Adventure **
dislocation. The United States
cannot afford to be a hostel for * Color—Duo-Vision
at Its Best!
**
all the backward peoples in the
Caribbean. The immediate need • WICKED
is for a tightening of vigilance
(PC) B
BIG BUSTOUT
by immigration authorities to ** WICKED
prevent the Wegal Row of
Caribbean residents into the •
Stars: Scott Brady
United States.
Edd Byrnes
The eccilornic and cultural
Stars:
gap between the Northern and
Tifiny Boiling
Southern hemispheres is likely
Bonetta McGee
* Twice The Tensiont
to continue for decades. Strife •
Monica Taylor
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DEEP HORIZON [Cl
BLOOD CREATURE (GP)
SWAMP GIRL (GP)
LONG RIDE FROM HELL [1(1
BURY ME AN ANGELI]
Krogers for Detans

other materials for which teachers express a need.
Teachers, parents, and, indeed, anyone with ideas to contribute—or who wish further
information—may write to
"One To Grow On," NIMH,
Room 15-99, Rockville, Maryland 20852.

as the walls, measure the area
of the eaves (area equlas lenth
times width) and multiply the
figure by one and on-half. If the
eaves are to be painted a different color than the walls,
multiply by two. If there are
rafters running through the
eaves, measure the area and
multiply the three. (This same
rule applies for eaves over brick
or masonry walls.)
To calculate how much paint
you'll need for gutter and
downspouts, measure the
frontal width times the height,
multiply by two, and divide by
the estimated paint coverage
listed on the can.
The surface condition of the
house may cause the number of
gallons of paint you need to
vary. Because of their very
nature, rough or porous surface
will require about 20 percent
more paint than your estimate
yielded. Add 33 percent more
paint for corrugated metal
surfaces, and 100 percent more
paint for the first coat on conte block.
WALLACE TREATED
Alabama Gov. George Wallace, paralyzed from the
waist down after being shot
during a presidential campaign rally a little over a year
ago, is receiving acupuncture
treatment and his Chinese
doctor believes he may walk
again.

According To Boyle

Everyone Uses Some
Form of Double Talk
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — Almost
everyone denies he ever uses
double talk, but everyone —
without exception — does.
Double talk is merely saying
one thing while your mind is
thinking the opposite. That enables one to keep order in the
world while retaining one's own
inner common moo saw). sanity.
Here are a few common examples of double talk in action.
What the person said is in
quotes. It is followed in each
case by what he actually
thought.
"Considering the future value
of this property, your offer is
an insult." — But if it's in
cash, I'll take the insult.
"I've never been out with a
bird-watching group before. It's
quite interesting." — Imagine,
not even one good looking girl
in the crowd!
"Yes, I believe I've seen you
in the supermarket now and
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then." — You're the pig who
tried to shove ahead of me in the
checkout line yesterday.
"Oh, well, there are worse
things than turning 40." —
Yeah, like turning 80, 90 and
100.
"Yes, there's no doubt that
your dieting did you a lot of
good." — They could park you
Ins Ileld now and use you as a
scarecrow.
"Just as you say, there are
some things even all her money
can't buy." — But with all the
things she's got, what does she
want with the other things
anyway?
"Would you really divorce
me if you ever caught me
cheating on you?" — If I were
sure you would, I'd quit being
so careful.
"We wouldn't have felt right,
Hortense, if we had named the
baby after any other aunt than
you." — So isn't it about time
you made out a new will, Aunty
dear?"
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Bethany Class Has
Regular Meet At
The Morris Home

Victim would rather

not testify in court,1
By Abiaail Van Buren

*nu

CHARITY BAIL—Dr.and Mrs. John Bartholomy view decorations donated by Lad & Lassie
at the
Charity Ball held Saturday evening with proceeds going to the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center.
Photo by wason Woolley

Mental Health You And Your New Baby ...
First of Series of Articles Is
Charity Ball
Held Saturday _ Published on Care of New Baby
By Melissa Easley
Murray citizens spent a
delightful evening and at the
same time contributed to a
worthy cause when they attended the ninth annual Charity
Ball, June 2.
All proceeds will go toward
the renovation of the Murray
Calloway
County
Comprehensive Care Center.
Mrs. Philip Tibbs, Chairman
of the Ball, is pleased to announce profits of over $3100.
However, donations are still
coming in as individuals,
community organizations and
businesses are expected to
contribute in the near future.
The setting of this year's
dance was in the Murray State
Student Union Ballroom. The
theme was "Games Children
Play."
Lifesize colored prints of
children at play designed by
Jenny Phieffer, a M.S.U.
student, were framed along the
walls. These sold for $10 a piece
adding a total of $100 to the
profits. Tables were decorated
with baskets of big paper
flowers made by Mrs. Howard
and Mr. Reynolds sixth grades
of Murray Middle School.
Guests danced from nine p.m.
to one a.m. to the music of Berl
Olswanger's Orchestra. An
added attraction was a drawing
of guest's names for gifts
contributed by local businesses.
Local grocers, restaurants, and
beverages companies donated a
delicious assortment of food.
Each guest was presented
with a program, which was
printed free by Jack Benton of
Twin Lake Office Products. The
cover was designed by Theron
Bucy.
booklet
The
acknowledged the staff at the
Murray Comprehensive Care
Center as well as concerned
citizens and committees who
donated toward the dance.
Included in the program were 23
ads of local businesses, each
designed by Jean Geurin's
Middle School art students.
Without the wholehearted
support of the local news
papers, T.V. Stations, grocers,
private businesses, community
organizations, patrons of the
dance, Murray State University, and individuals who
contributed their time and
talent, there would be no way to
bring the message of Mental
Health to the people of Calloway
County and Murray.

(This is the first in a series of alone with him Eittetne.
eighteen articles that will inASK THE DOCTORS
form you of and describe some
AND NURSES
of the things about normal
Don't keep your questions to
babies that commonly worry yourself! Doctors and nurses
parents—telling you what to do may think you know more than
or not to do about them. They you really do or may think you
should answer many of your understand something they
questions about what to expect have tried to explain when you
of your new baby, and give don't. Keep asking questions
simple instructions about until you understand. When
solving problems that most they use medical or other words
parents face during their baby's you don't understand, ask them
first year of life. These first to explain. When they give
three articles are directed at advice that sounds hard to
the caring of your baby during follow, find out whether they
his first few weeks of life.. both really mean what you think
in the hospital and at borne. they mean.
They also suggest ways of
For example, you might be
making you, the parents, feel told to bathe your baby each
more comfortable with him, time you have to change a soiled
thereby enabling you to become diaper. You could wind up
more aware of his develop- giving a lot of unnecessary
ment.)
baths if you did not ask and find
HANDLE AND PLAY
out that what they mean by
WITH YOUR BABY
"bathe" is to wipe him gently
New parents are sometimes with a clean washcloth or
worried about hurting a new- diaper that has been moistened
born baby if they handle him. with a little water!
The first time you see the baby TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF
you can feel free to pick him up,
Your own health as a mother
get to know what he feels like, is almost as important to your
dress him and undress him.
baby as is his own health.
Babies are really quite Giving birth to a baby is
sturdy. They can take a good exhausting, and the changes
deal of handling and usuatly that take place in a mother's
they enjoy it. If there is any body after she has had a baby
reason for special care, the are also tiring. Don't be surdoctor will tell you. If you are prised if you don't feel like
unsure about how to pick up, yourself for several weeks.
hold, dress or undress your
You will be tired when you get
baby, do not hesitate to ask home from the hospital. You
someone—one of the nurses or will probably have plenty of
experienced mothers—to show strength and energy to take
you. Then do it yourself until care of yourself and the baby.
you are comfortable. There is But housework, the care of
almost nothing you can do that other children and meal
is wrong except actually drop preparation for the whole
him. He will let you know by family may be more of a strain
crying or struggling if you are than you think. If you can
doing something wrong. If you possibly get someone to help
and he are both comfortable, the first few days home are the
you are doing alright, despite time to get it. latstpone visitors
what critical
neighbors, for several weeks; you and the
grandparents, or even nurses or baby will feel and look better,
doctors might say.
and you won't tire yourself
Get the feel and the fun of playing hostess.
handling and playing with your
baby while you are still in the
hospital. Insist on .having him
Use baking sheets or pans
with you more than just for
feedings, no matter what the which are at least two inches
hospital "miter are. Both you smaller in both length and width
and the baby will learn about than the oven rack. If baking.
each other from these contacts, cookies on more than one pan,
and it will make it much easier space the pans so that the heat_
freely
to care for him when you are circulates

DEAR ABBY: Several months ago, while my husband
was in the service, a man broke into my apartment and
attacked me sexually. He had a knife and I was terrified so
I made no effort to stop him.
Now my husband is home. Two weeks ago I received
word that they caught the man. and I am subpenaed to
testify. It was dark and the man wore a mask, so I
wouldn't recognize him if I saw him This man assaulted
several other women, so 1 am not the only witness available.
I can't see what possible good my testimony would do.
I am a very nervous person and this whole thing has upset
me terribly.
My husband knew that a man had broken in, but I
didn't tell him any of the detaia as I didn't want to upset
him.
Abby, l.don't want my husband in the courtroom, but
he insists upon being there. Is there some way I can get
out of testifying*" It's not lust having my husband there, it's
having to talk about what happened in front of other people
in a courtroom. I'm sorry now I called the police.
I'm 21, and should probably have a more mature attitude, but I can't help how I feel Please help me.
NO NAME, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: You must appear in court when subpenaed or you could be cited for contempt of court. You
can, however, ask the prosecutor to ask the judge to clear
the courtroom while you are testifying. Unless the defendant's attorney objects to this procedure land he is not
likely to object in a sex easel the court will be cleared of
everyone except the judge, the lawyers, the witnesses, and
the defendant. That should take care or your problem.
DEAR ABBY: When traveling by plane, I invariably
get the seat directly in front of a child who repeatedly
kicks the seat in front of him. His mother can be sitting
right beside him, but she seems unconcerned. Dirty looks
don't help.
Should I ask the mother to please tell her child to stop
kicking me, or ask the child to please stop it?
IRKED IN VIRGINIA
DEAR IRKED: Ask the stewardess to handle It and
you'll have no kick coming.
DEAR ABBY: You told a mother whose daughters
needed to wear bras but refused to "drop the whole,
thing." Well, if they don't wear bras, that's exactly what
will happen. The "whole thing" will drop.
For proof, one need only to took at pictures of the
women in African tribes 40 never wore brassieres, The
American Medical Society even came out with a statement
saying that the ligaments which hold the breasts firm and
erect will stretch unless properly supported, and once the
breasts sag, the damage is permanent.
I have put that message into \ erse
"I think it is scandalous
That things should be so pendulous.
If a woman's a rag, a hank of hair, and a bone
Let the 'rag' be a bra—for better muscle tone."
SANTA ROSA READER

August Wedding Planned

Mrs. Edgar Morris opened
her home on the Lynn Grove
Road for the May meeting of the
Bethany Sunday School Class of
the First Baptist Church.
The guest speaker for the
evening was Mrs. G.T. Moody
who gave a most challenging
and inspiring message on
"Growing As A Christian and
As a Individual." Her scripture
was from II Peter and she based
her talk on a book written by a
famous philospher.
Mrs. Moody was introduced
by Mrs. Albert Key, program
chairman.
The class president, Mrs. 0.C.
Wells, president and Mrs. Terry
Lawrence led the opening
prayer. The class voted to send
twenty dollars to help with expenses for a girl to go to Hawaii
this summer to work with Bro.
Lloyd Cornell in mission work.
Flowers were sent to Mrs.
Edgar Pride.
Mrs. Inez Claxton told of
talking with Miss Ruth Houston
while vacationing in Dallas,
Texas. She said Miss Houston
said her health was improving
and she is now residing with her
brother, Stanley Houston.
The class presented Miss
Jane Rainey with a pen as a
going away gift. Miss Rainey is
moving to Athens, Ala., where
she has accepted a teaching
position.
Refreshments of cake, tea,
and coffee were served to the
nineteen members and one
visitor, Mrs. Edgar Hillard.

Roberta Whitnah Is
Speaker At Meet Of
Home Department
Miss Roberta Whitnah was
the speaker at the May meeting
of the Home Department of the
Mifrray Woman's Club held at
the club house.
The Murray woman gave a
Most interesting talk on the
current vital issue of the land,
-Ecology." She was introduced
by Mrs. Walter Wilson,
program leader. Miss Whitnah
retired in June 1970 after 39
years of service at Murray
State University.
At the time of her retirement
s

Problems? You'll feel better if you get it eff year chest.
For a persoual reply, write to ABBY. Box No. Mac L. A.,
Calif. Ma. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope,
please.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," send $i to Abby, of MSC Los Aageies, Cal. smiss

Miss Roberta Whltnah
Miss Whitnah was an associate
professor of chemistry. A native
of Nebraska, Miss Whitnah
came to Murray in 1931 and was
critic teacher of science and
mathematics at Murray TrainThursday,June 7
of Bethel and Brooks Chapel
School for fourteen years
Thursday Night Couples Churches will meet at the ing
before transferring to the
Bowling League will meet at Bethel Church at seven p.m.
kiniversity physical sciences
Corvette Lanes at six p.m. and
depairtment. She is a member of
start bowling at seven p.m.
Baptist Women of Kirksey the Murray Unit of. the
Association of
The Night Owl Homemakers Church will meet at the church American
University Women, Delta
Club will meet at the home of at seven p.m.
Nes. Wry Lou Miles,807 Sha
The Murray-Calloway County Kappa Gamma,and the Retired
Wa Circle, at seven p.m.
Jaycettes will meet in the home Teachers Association.
_
LaFollette,
A.C.
Mrs.
of Mrs Jan Emmert at 7:30
chairman,
department
The-United Methodist Women p.m.
presided. Mrs. Albert Crider
gave the devotion on the "Role
Women of the Murray Moose ,Women Played in the Bible And
Lodge will meet at eight p.m. Their Influence Then and
Now." She talked of Deborah,
Miriam, Mary, Dorcas, Lydia,
Friday. June 8
The
North
Murray Abigail, and Esther and the
Homemakers Club will meet at places they filled, and she also
the home of Mrs. Bailey Rig,gins told of the places women now
fill.
at 1:30 p.m
Announcements were made of
the Art Festival June 23 and 24
WITHERSPOON GIRL
by the Murray Art Guild at the
Sunday, June 10
Kelly Dawn is the name
Conservation Center. Mrs.
1.131.
•
The
Butler
family
will
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a
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chosen by Mr. and
reunion at Kenlake State Park LaFollette announced that the
Witherspoon, 2588 Riviera
with a basket lunch to be served Murray Woman's Club placed
Courts, Murray, for their baby
at
noon. For information call third in the Shell Oil Contest in
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2
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seven
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the state.
753-3528
ounces, born on Monday, June
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4, at 6:27 p.m. at the Murrayin 'state federation
winning
Blood
River
Baptist
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County
Calloway
located on Highway 444 south of contests were Mrs. Guy Cuna
New Concord, will have its ningham, first in professional
They have another daughter,
sewing, and Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
annual
homecoming.
a
father
is
The
/
2.
Tami Jo, age 31
red ribbon 'for quilt. Mrs.
member of the Murray Fire
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Mat- Cunningham was presented a
Department and the mother is
thews will be honored for their piece of luggage. silver plate,
on leave from the offices of Dr.
golden wedding anniversary and red roses at the state
0. C. Wells and Da. James M.
4
4
,11.11
with a reception at the Comm- meeting.
Bryn, optometrists.
unity Room of the Federal
New officers installed for the
Grandparents are Mr. and
Si
Savings and Lean Association, coming
Mrs
are
year
Mrs. James Witherspoon of
7th and Main Streets, from 2:30 LaFolletteachairman, Mrs. Nix
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
to 4:30 p.m.. by their two Crawford vice•chairrnan,.Mrs.
William B. Britton of Mayfield.
children;
Edwin Matthews- and Max-Hurt, secretary, and Mrs.
,ate Mr. • MEMBERS OF the J. N.Miliaria Chapter of the Uniteel Dauglaters of the Confecteragy and Cogoty
Great grandparents
Mrs. ElectilFtiDierSon, —
t Nola -Lewis, treasurer,
•., :and Mrs. Bruce Adams of Lynn Judge Robert 0. Miller placed a wraath on the starter of General Robert E. Lee on the Calloway
Mesdames
Hostesses
were
County
Court
Huse
Grounds
to
Withercommemorate
Confederate
Frances
Memorial
Day on June1. Shown, left to
Grove, Mrs.
A brief niachinc washing will H.T.'Waldrop, Nix Crawford.
spoon of Princeton, and Mrs. R." right, Miss Maude Nance, UDC chapter president, Mrs. Leond Vaughn, vice-preildent, Judge Miller,
'
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Ituy Cunningham, ,and Tom
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, and Mrs. Myra Mueday.
M. Sears of Paducah.
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Miss Wanda Faye Billington
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin C'. Billington of Murray Route One announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Wanda Faye, to Ronnie Lynn Walker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell E. Walker of Dexter Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1968 graduate of Murray University School
She graduated Cum Laude from Murray Universtiy in 1972 where
she majored in elementary education and English and was active
in the Baptist Student Union. During the past year she was employed by the Webster County School System.
The groom-elect, a 1967 graduate of Calloway County High
School, graduated from Murray State University in 1972 majoring
in elementary education and minoring in business. He is employed by the Calloway County School System at Almo
Elementary School, and at the Kenlake State Park.
The wedding ceremony will be performed at half after six
o'clock in the evening on Saturday, August 11, at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception to follow the ceremony.

Executive Board, Murray Woman's
Club, Makes Plans for New Year
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club met at
the club house on Monday, June
4, with Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman
at the business meeting.
Following the reading of the
minutes by Mrs. Jack Bailey,
the treasurer's report was given
by Mrs. Tom Brown.
Mrs. Sparkman announced
that the club is still receiving
donations toward the "Jaws of
Life" power tool and that
contibutions may be•rnailed to
Mrs. John Belt. She also
reported that the newly
published Murray Woman's
Club Cookbooks are on sale at
the Bank of Murray, The
Gallery, The Treasure House,
The Wishing Well. the Calloway
County Library, or are
available from Mrs. Baron
inacne chairman.
Bethel Richardson
reported that the advisory
Council has approved honorary.
membership for Mrs. Burnett
Waterlield on recommendaion
of the Home Department.
The proposed budget for the
new club year was presented
and adopted. In other club
action the members voted to
purchase fourteen new tables
for the club house. They also
voted to support efforts of the
City Council to provide spring
and fall trash pick-up without
extra charge to the citizens.
Mrs. A. C. I.aFollette,
chairman of tne Home
Department, reported on a
meeting with a representative
from the district highway
department who said that funds
are available for keeping
roadsides properly tended. He
urged that those who are concerned about land control along
the highways write to Jack
Gray, District Engineer, Box
3010, Kentucky
Highway
Department, Paducah, Kentucky.
It was announced that Mrs.
Sparkman and Mrs. LaFollette
will represent the club at a
breakfast hosted by the Tappan
Company, which has recently
spent $500,000 on a new water
control facility. After the breakfast the guests will visit the new
facility ahd will hear explanations as to how the new
operation removes .. chemicals
and solids from the water.
Mrs. Sparkman said that
June..11 is the .deadline for
gent* information.. to, Mrs.
Donald. Burchfield: fOr—the
yearbpok.
An announcement was made
concerning the KFWC district
meeting which-will bejune

9:30 a.m. in Clinton. Anyone
desiring more information or
luncheon reservations may call
Mrs. Sam Knight.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn and
Mrs. Knight will be In charge of
arrangements for the July
Board meeting.
Those present at the board
meeting were Mesdames J. I.
Hosick, Mrs. Purdom Outland,
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, Mrs.
Harold G. Beaman, Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, Mrs. Dan V. Miller,
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr., Mrs.
James H. Frank, Mrs. James C.
Martin, Mrs. Charles H.
Moffett, Mrs. Tom Brown, Mrs.
Harold Douglas, Mrs. Jack
Bailey,'Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
Mrs. Sam Knight, and Mrs. Joe
Prince.

TRIRTHSj
GRIFFIN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Ray
Griffin of Dexter Route One are
the parents of a baby girl,
Aleshia Gal, weighing seven
pounds 12L2 ounces, born on
Friday, May 25, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter.
Ginger Ray, age 21
/
2. The father
is self employed.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Griffin of Dexter
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Elkins of Dexter, Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Maxie Puckett and Mr. and
Mrs. Dallas Elkins, all\ of
Detter, and Mrs. Otis King of
Cadiz Route Two

Din and Drop
_A simple cornmeal hatter
makes a•tasly wrapper for a
hot dog. Frankfurters. dipped
in batter to tout and then
dropperl into hot fat to fry, ,
rate raves from the school
set. Make the batter by sifai
ing together 1 cup flour, 34
cup cornmeal, 2 tablespoon
sugar, 11
/
2 teaspoon baking
powder and aa teaspoon saTraCut in 2 tablespoons of lard
until mixture has fine even
,'limb. Add milk to 1 slightly
beaten egg to fill 1 cup meastire. add to hatter and heat
until blended. Dip frankfurters from 1 'pound package, one at a time, into batter. rhritilly aniii into hot
t:iir-s-aiit4,,,..V.1,--tilitiaTija
lariat; a
coating
('all them Franks in Blankets
and aerve to hungry kids for
ms-treat..
. .
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Bobby Bonds Proving To Be
Quite A Leadoff Hitter For Giants
Jose Cardenal drove in three
runs with a two-run homer and
sacrifice fly in Chicago's victory over Los Angeles. Dodger
ace Don Sutton lost to the Cubs
for the 15th time in 18 career
decisions.
Sutton departed after four
straight singles during a fourrun Chicago. sixth. The winner
was Burt Hooton, 6-3, who
needed ninth-inning relief help
from Jack Aker after giving up
a homer to Willie Davis in a
three-run Dodger ninth. The
save was Aker's 10th of the
season.
Darrell Evans and Dave
Johnson each slugged two-run
homers and Phil Niekro and
Danny Frisella combined on a
four-hitter to lead Atlanta past
Montreal.
Johnson's two-run shot in the
eighth snapped a 3-3 tie for the
winning runs.
Ammo, 10 Yomier•UY•%tee
Bob Watson's infield single in
PCO 00 00031
the 10th inning gave Houston its
2 Comparative
ACROSS
M5MM50 0053
ending
victory over Philadelphia.
OR 00000MR
3 Builds
Heinen
Pinch-hitter Jimmy Stewart
OM BOW ono
4 Humed
• Mortification
mmom OMMO OR
5 Pronoun
triggered the Astros' winning
9 Pronoun
MOOR MOP M
6 Paid notice
12 Moo*(Poet)
rally with a walk off relief
7 Puhenze
023a 0001
13 Foot laser
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
That's quite a leadoff hitter
the San Francisco Giants
have--14 home runs, 60 runs
scored and a .320 batting average.
You'd think that Bobby Bonds
would bat third or fifth in the
order with that kind of power.
So does Bobby Bonds.
"I don't want to lead off, but
I will if that's what everyone
wants," said Bonds after pacing the Giants to a 9-7 decision
over the Pittsburgh Pirates
Wednesday night.
Bonds drilled four hits, including a leadoff homer in the
first inning, drove in two runs
and scored four times, to lead
the Giants to their seventh
straight National League victory

In the other National League
games, the Chicago Cubs defeated the Los Angeles Dodgers
6-4; the Atlanta Braves beat
the Montreal Expos 5-3; the
Houston Astros nipped the
Philadelphia Phillies 4-3 and
the St. Louis Cardinals scored a
6-3 decision over the San Diego
Padres.
In the American League, the
Minnesota Twins took a doubleheader from the Cleveland Indians, 7-3 and 13-9; the Boston
Red Sox took the Kansas City
Royals 5-4; the Baltimore Orioles walloped the Chicago
White Sox 14-4; the New York
Yankees turned back the Texas
Rangers 5-2; the Oakland A's
routed the Milwaukee Brewers
11-1 and the California Angels
turned back the Detroit Tigers
7-4.
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Terry Gibson Stars
In Little League

Union City Takes Pair
Of Wins Over Murray

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Charlie Rains must be
wondering what else can
happen to him.
Last night after the Murray
A pair of makeup games Tommy Showrk with a single an_,1 _American Legion had dropped a
played in the Ltttie League last David Stephenson with a single. tough first game of a twinbill to
night found the Nats clipping
Ii the nightcap, the Reds got Union City at Holland Stadium,
the A's 6-3 while the Reds foir hit pitching from Fred Charlie Rains gave his best
unloaded on the Cubs 26-6.
Kemp and backed his seven -1 efforts to give Murray a split.
For seven innings, Rains
Kim Wilson and Greg Dowdy strikeout performance with a 17
worked magic with his sharp
combined for the Nats and hit attack.
Terry Parkins paced the breaking curve ball and an
scattered only four hits while
fanning 10 batters. Bill Glisson Cubs with a single and a double occasional fastball that would
had half of the A's hit total while while Ken McCuiston and Mark split the middle of the plate.
But in the eighth inning, the
David Stripling and Mike Young each singled.
Terry Gibson carried the big defense behind Rains fell apart
Howard each had a hit.
Keith Barr doubled and club for the Reds as he drilled and Union City scored a pair of
singled for the Nets while Terry two homeruns and doubled and runs to claim a 4-2 win and the
Brown had a pair of singles. singled in his four hit evening. doubleheader victory.
In the first game, Dan
Scott Barrow drilled a pair of
Other Nats hitting safely were
Stan Tharpe with a double, singles and doubled while Fred Thompson withstood a four rur
Kemp homered and picked up a Union City first inning and then
settled down to pitch fine ball.
pair of singles.
David Mathis knocked a pair But a three run rally by Murray
of singles while other hits in- in the final inning fell short and
cluded a single by Mike Vau- Union City took a 7-6 win.
A costly error in that four run
ghn, a single by Steve Walker, a
Action in the first game of the single by Gary Starks, a double first inning opened the door to
men's softball league Tuesday by Brad Taylor and a homerun two unearned runs that
night found Marshall County by Dean Cherry.
provided the difference in the
15-7.
defeating Wallaces
At 6 p.m. tonight, the Reds game.
Marshall County took an early will meet the Twins while the
With two out and two runs
lead in the second inning and Cards and Yanks meet in the
already in, a routine ball to
never faltered.
nightcap.
short skipped past Keith Pyle
Leading batters for Marshall
and Union City picked up a pair
County were Smith, Dowdy,
HOCKEY
of grattis runs.
and Morton with two hits each.
SANTA ANA, Calif. — Bobby
Union City added a run in the
Bogden, Yates and Andrews Hull was named the World
before Murray scored its
fifth
had two hits each for the losers. Hockey Association's most valrun of the game in the
first
The second game found uable player for 1972-73.
same inning. A sacrifice fly by
John
—
R.I.
Eatons pitted against the
E,
PROVIDENC
David Aubin drove home Greg
Racers. Eatons walked away
Muckier signed a three-year Howard who had reached on an
with the game by a score of 30-1. contract to replace Larry Poerror.
Eatons had a total of 31 hits.
pein as coach and general manTwo runs came in for Murray
Island Reds
Leading batters for Eatons ager of the Rhode
in the bottom of the sixth as a
Hockey
American
the
of
Long, Satterwhite,
were
pair of walks and two errors
Thomason, and Pritchett with League.
four hits each. The Racers could
41•••••••••1
M11 ON
only muster a total of four hits. PEANUTS
/mire Owe..IN.
The nightcap in the men's
.
BASEBALL .
league found the Moose Lodge
ARLINGTON, Tex. — The upsetting Bynurns by a score of
Texas Rangers of the American 13-12 in 9 innings. Leading the
League acquired pitcher Jim pace for Moose Lodge was D.
Bibby from the St. Louis Cardi- Hodges with hits including a
nals of the National League in homerun. Jones also homered
a trade for catcher-outfielder for Moose. Leading stick for
John Wockenfuss and pitcher Bynums was Hill with three
Mike Nagy
hits.

Three Games Played
In Softball Loop

Stan
Z.C.C2-0.0.0.01
By

p iNsburgh

provided the runs.
the-park homer.
Mike Cathey led off the
With one out, Rains helped his
seventh inning by smacking a own cause by poling a high fly to
shot some two thirds of the way the opposite field in right for a
up into the leftcenter stands for triple. Rains came in to score
a solo homerun.
when Pyle drilled an RBI single
Following a ground out by to tie the game at 2-2.
Thompson, Larry'- Sanderson
Harris led off the eighth inand Rick Scarborough singled.
Gary Dick drew a walk to load ning for Union City with a long
triple to leftcenter. Following a
the bases.
Howard lined a screaming strikeout, shortstop Bill Zipp hit
single to right to bring in a pair a slow roller between short and
of runs and another run scored third.
when Hewitt grounded out.
Shortstop Keith Pyle made a
With the winning runs on valiant dive for the ball but
second and third, the game Union City took the 3-2 lead as
ended when Pyle bounced to the the ball just eluded the outpitcher who made the play at stretched glove of Pyle.
first unassisted.
Four errors in the inning sent
Thompson scattered eight
hits and fanned seven batters in another run and left the bases
while walking three. Four of the loaded when the inning ended on
runs scored off Thompson were a ground out to Pyle.
earned.
Rains gave up only one
Cathey had a pair of hits while earned run while striking out 11
Thompson, Sanderson, Scar- men. He scattered seven hits in
borough and Howard added a his eight innings on the mound
hit apiece.
and allowed only one walk.
In the nightcap, Rains was
In his last outing, Rains
touched for two unearned runs
in the first inning. A costly error dropped a 4-2 nine inning game
by the shortstop opened the to Paducah. The time before
that he lost 1-0 in the District
gates for the runs.
Rains was in complete control Tournament finals against
for the middle innings and going North Marshall High School.
into the bottom of the fifth,
Pyle and Aubin each smacked
Union City was still holding a 2-0
two hits while Rains, Sanlead. .
derson, Howard and Ronnie
Greg Howard opened the fifth
Dunn each had a hit.
deepest
by driving a ball to the
part of the field. The ball hit the
Murray, now 0-5 for the
fence between the school season, wil be at Benton for a
building and the concession twinbill Friday night. Mayfield
stand.
High School hurler Mike
By the time the ball was Thurmond and Calloway High
picked up, Howard was already pitcher Mark Miller will draw
around the paths for an inside-,the mound duties.
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Vote "NO" next Saturday, June 9 to terminating the
Clarks River Watershed Conservancy Districts.
Vote
for
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Montreal
New York
Philadelphia
San Fran
Los Angeles
Cincinnati
Houston
Atlanta
San Diego
Wednesda)
Chicago 6, Li)!
Atlanta 5, Mot
San Francisco
Houston 4, pr
innings
St Louis 6, Si
Only games s

Thursday'
Los Angeles
51 at Chicago (i
Atlanta (Mort
treat (Moore 3.4
San Diego (C
St Louis (Cleve
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Cincinnati at
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St LOuis at A
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Arnericar
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New York
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Milwaukee
Cleveland
Chicago
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Kansas City
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Oakland
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Minnesota 7-1:
1st game 15 inn.
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innings
Baltimore 14,
New York 5, '
Oakland it, N
California 7, C
Thursday
Chicago (Ston
more (Palmer 6
New York (F
Texas (Allen O.
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fornia (Ryan 6-4
Only games si

Friday's

Minnesota at I
Chicago at Cle
Boston at Tex,
New York at
Detroit at Oak
Milwaukee at
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WOODSTOCK!

Nearly one million dollars in Federal funds have..
built 15 flood retarding structures on Clarks River —
Watershed such as the one pictured. No other agency is
provided to maintain these structures, except the
Clarks River Watershed Conservancy Districts.
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A Typical Flood Retarding Structure

Wake Up Calloway County
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No other agency can contract with the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers to clean out the channel of Clarks
River as pictured, which the Corps has offered to do at
no expense to the landowners or other taxpayers.
,leviecl for these purposes.
tly
No tax is presen
A
None need to be levied" except as required for
maintaining such projects when completed.
,
The recent newspapets advertisements as to future
taxes are misleading and absolutely false.
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This is your only chance ,to keep this agency alive.
Vote "NO" to the proposal to terminate. ( Another
referendum can always be held if desired.)
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Hart Invitational Is
Captured By Harriett Jaeger
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
East
WI. PCt. GB
32 21 604 Chicago
25 490 6
24
St. Louis
23 24 489 6
pittsburgh
2
1
22 24 478 6/
MOntreal
2
1
22 26 458 7/
New York
2
/
20 32 .385 111
Philadelphia
West
.655
38
20
San Fran
32 22 -593 4
Los Angeles
2
1
30 23 .566 5/
Cincinnati
2
1
31 26 544 6/
Houston
19 13 .365 10
Atlanta
19 36 .345 17/
2
1
San Diego
Wednesday's Oarnits
Chicago 6, Los Angeles 4
Atlanta 5, Montreal 3
San Francisco 9, Pittsburgh 7
Houston 4. Philadelphia 3, 10
innings
51 Louis 6, San Diego 3
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Gaines
Los Angeles lMessersmitt 5
5) at Chicago (reuschel 6-3)
Atlanta (Morton 4-4) at Montreal (Moore 3-41)
San Diego (Caldwell 3-7) at
St Louis (Cleveland 5-4)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cincinnati at Chicago
San Diego at Philadelphia N
St Louis at Atlanta N
San Francisco at Montreal N
Los Angeles at New York N
Pittsburgh at Houston N
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Two More Entrees In Belmont '
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
YORK (API NEW
Dawn and Pvt.
Knightly
Smiles, two newcomerS to the
Triple Crown wars, will join in

the battle Saturday to stop Secretariat from sweeping the
Kentucky Derby, Preakness
and Belmont Stakes.
This trio and Sham, runnerup
in the Derby and Preakness,
My Gallant, ninth in the Dearby, and Twice a Prince, 12th in
the Derby, were expected to be
entered today for the 105th running of the 1'-2-mile Belmont on
Saturday at Belmont Park.
Entries were to be made today by 10 a.m., EDT.
If six go to the post at 5:38
p.m. Saturday, the 105th Belmont will be worth $151,200,
with $97,720 to the winner.
Each starter will carry 126
pounds for the race.
It will be televised nationally
by CBS from 5-6 p.m.
Shortly before trainer Frank
"Pancho" Martin announced
Wednesday he planned to run
Knightly Dawn as an entry
with Sham, Secretariat put in

his final workout for the Belmont, going a half-mile in 46 3-5
seconds and out five-eights in
59 2-5.
The big chestnut's fractions,
were 12 for the first eighth of a
mile, 24 for a quarter, 35 for
three-eighths, 1:46 3-5 and 59 25.
As usual Ron Tureotte, Secretariat's jockey, was aboard the
son of Bold Ruler for the work- w
IC
out.
-He was well within himself," Turcotte said. "He could
have gone faster if I had asked
him."
The combine of Meadow
Stable, trainer Lucien Laurin
,
and Turcotte also won the BelRive
with
•pnont last year
.ftidge. But Dry missed the 1
Triple Crown, which has't been
won since Citation did it in
1948, because Riva Ridge fin- '
ished fourth in the Prealtness'-'
d
after winning the Derby;

By bLC. Garrott
followed oy Bea Tapp, PaduHarriett Jaeger, a striking cah, with 98, and Helen Glover,
blonde from Jackson, Mo., Mayfield, and Dot Arnold,
swept through the final nine Paducah, were next with 99's.
holes one over par to win the 6th
Anna Ruth Adams, Murray,
annual George Hart Inthe fifth flight winner with
was
vitational Tournament at the
followed by Carolyn
99,
a
Murray-Calloway Country Club Caldwell, Murray Oaks, and
six
81,
Wednesday with an
Lois McCann, Paducah, who
strokes over ladies' par.
had 102's. Essie Poole, Jackson,
After making the turn in 43
Mo., was next with 106, and
a
behind
and three strokes
Miller, Murray, and
Frances
fellow Missourian, Mary Bain of
Smith, Mayfield, had
Grace
Sikeston, Mrs. Jaeger parted
106's.
the next eight holes and carded
The Dorothy Holland team
a bogey five on the 385-yard lath
to edge Mrs. Bain by a single trophy, provided in memory at_ _
one of the club's most
stroke.
It was the third tournament lady golfers, went to the Paxton
victory within a week for Mrs. Park team from Paducah—
Jane
Jaeger, the mother of five and Wanda Mulliriax, Mary
and
who plays her golf at the Alford, Virginia Davis
Kimberland Country Club at Eleanor Griffin.
Jackson. Last week she won a
Their 343-stroke total was the
at lowest for any four-member
tournament
four-ball
American League
East
Malden, Mo., and a scramble team from any club in the
W L Pct. GB
event at Charleston, Mo., tournament. This is the second
28 23 549 Detroit
before coming to Murray to win year the Paducah ladies have
28 24 538
New York
Associated Press Sports Writer money players as a warmup
24 22 .522 1,, the George Hart event.
Baltimore
Holland trophy. They
the
won
PHILADELPHIA I. API — De- for next week's U.S. Open at
3
.490
25
24
BOston
in the
Yesterday's win was Mrs. need to win it only one more
MISSOURIANS WALTZ IN HAM TOURNEY—Three Missouri women picked up prizes
24 27 .471 4
Milwaukee
fending champion J.C. Snead Oakmont, near Pittsburgh.
2 Jaeger's second time to play the time for permanent possession. George Hart Memorial Golf Tournament held at the Murray Country Club Wednesday. Harriett
1
20 32 .385 8/
Cleveland
opened defense of the $150,000 Even Jack Nicklaus, who al?
West
Murray course. The first time
T'he ladies and their scores Jaeger, center, of Jackson, Mo., won the chapionship flight by carding an 81, one stroke better than
ways practices the week before
27 20 .574 IVB Golf Classic today over
Chicago
was two years ago when she are as follows:
28 21 .571 ruitherup Mary Bath,left, of Sikeston. 'tto E-ssie Poole, right, also of Jackson, took fourth place in the
Minnesota
as his kind. a major event, decided to plai
describes
he
what
30 26 .536 P.'7
Kansas City
participated in the tournament
fifth flight of the tournament.
of course, the small but tricky at Whiternarsh.
26 23 .531 2
California
failed to take home any of
but
27 27 .500 3'.2
"I don't like to play the week
Oakland
Whitemarsh Valley Country
Championship Flight
2 the many prizes awarded.
/
16 32 .333 111
Texas
(Handicap 5 thru II)
a major championship,'
before
layout.
Club
We-nitsday's Games
-38--81
Mrs. Bath, who is the ladies' Harriett Jac-ger
-old Snead won said Nicklaus. "But this a little
32-year
MinnesOta 7-13, Cleveland 3-9,
The
Bain
40-42-82
Mary
champion at the Sikeston Mary Jane Alford
1st game 15 innings
43-42-85
the $30,000 first prize here last unusual. I haven't played on
Boston 5. Kansas. City 4, 10
Country Club and playing in the Frances Hulse
42-43.--45
year with a 72-hole score of 282, northern turf all year. I think I
innings
42 441-845
Hart tournament for the first Betty Vowel(
Baltimore 14, Texas 4
44-42--86
under par and the highest need it, and this is the only
Ann Nall
six
Jane
in
time, started the second nine
New York 5, Texas 2
41-45-86
Chi Chi Mills
total in the 10-year his- chance I had."
winning
1
Oakland 11, Milwaukee
45-42-87
front of the field with a 40 on the Virginia Davis
Nicklaus, a four-time winner
tory of the tournament. He
California 7, Detroit 4
car43-44-87
Jo Riddle
that
Mary
attack
16-hit
not
a
in
were
one
York
New
and
nati
front side.
Thursday's games
45-46-91
Alice Fisher
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON •
repeat in a field of and leading money winner on
to
sought
secondits
to
Minnesota
at
ried
Balti
298
0-1)
the
Chicago (Stone
scheduled.
parred
She
44-47-91
Virginia Rogers
Associated Press Sports Writer
147, including eight of the top the tour this year with $176,064,
more (Palmer 6-3) N
48-46-94
Sandy Alornar keyed a pair game victory over Cleveland
yard dogleg 10th and birdied the JOAnn Long ton
New York (Peterson 5-6) at
Now you see it, now you
47-50--97
Hoffman
ten money winners on the pro said Whitemarsh, with its tight
Ann
of two-run rallies with a single and a sweep of the twin bill. A
125-yard Ilth to increase her
Texas (Allen 0-2) N
driving holes and small greens,
don't. Vic Harris didn't. Umgolf tour.
shortstop
by
Flight
First
error
Detroit (Lolich 5.5) at Cali.
triple
a
double
and
by
inning
the first
advantage over Mrs. Jaeger
be good practice for
popular
Bill Deegan did and he had in
should
the
pire
decried
(Handicap: 12 thru 14)
fornia (Ryan 6-6) N
Snead
Larry
enabled
in the second while Bill Singer Frank Duffy
a stroke, but then she ran into Wanda Mullinax
44-40--84
Only games scheduled
Nicklaus is familiar
be
to
Oakmont.
two words for Harris. They
has
course
a
that
theory
43-44--87
Friday's Games
and Dave Sells pitched the An- Hisle to score the tie-breaking
trouble. She left a wedge second Dot Simmons
were, "You're out!"
be good. "It seems with Whitemarsh, having won
to
long
46-41-87
Griffin
the
of
Eleanor
inning
Minnesota at Baltimore N
15th
the
the
in
over
run
the
victory
on
7-4
a
gels to
shot to the green short
43 45-88
Betty Lowry
Chicago at Cleveland N
Harris, the young Texas cennowadays," he said, "like it's here in 1964 and 1965. He's the
Tigers and Joe Coleman. Vada opener as thw Twins scored
44-44-88
321,-yard 12th and took a bogey. Barbara Mitchell
Boston at Texas N
few
a
had
probably
fielder,
ter
back and fire as hard as tournament's leading all-time
rear
46-46-92
New York at Kansas City N
Pinson homered for the Angels. four runs.
Then she drove her tee shot Margaret Hutchinson
45 47-92
choice words of his own but
then go get it, then money winner with $77,958 in
Sandy Weintraub
can,
Detroit at Oakland N
you
second
y's
Montgomer
Earl
and
Bob
375Robinson
the
on
Brooks
Into the small lake
46-46--92
Virginia Everette
Milwaukee at California N
were surely unprintable
they
a half-acre green, seven appearances.
on
it
knock
the
game—and
the
of
and
run
home
47 46-93
each homered
yard 13th and was forced to take Laura Parker
after veteran New York short- Williams
Bruce Crampton, a threeputts best wins."
whoever
and
5043-93
Taylor
inZane
combined to drive in six runs season—leading off the 10th
a penalty stroke, but salvaged a
yard
winner on this year's tour
50-41-94 stop Gene Michael embar6,706time
a
is
h
Venela Sexton
Whitemars
the Red Sox to a
bogey.
50-45-45 rassed him with the hidden ball as Baltimore's revived long-ball ning lifted
Carol Hibbard
with a num- and runnenip to Nicklaus on
course
36-36-72
par
game
threetheir
of
over
50-47-97
Orioles
sweep
attack powered the
She then parted the 440-yard Bobby Buchanan
stakes, plen- the money list with $167,938;
48-50--98 trick for the rally-killing third
Lamb
White Sox. The series with Kansas City. The ber of out-of-bound
14th and the 402-yard 15th Madelyn
47 S2 ---99 out in the fifth inning of the the slumping
greens Lee Trevino, third in earnings
Jaunita Plant
small
and
sand,
of
ty
5.4 47- 101
loss was the fifth straight for Royals tied the score with two
before the root fell in on the 480- Betty Jo Purdom
Yankees' 5-2 victory over the
with $146,178, and Tom Weisa keen putting
require
that
Paul
51-53--104
when
Mitchell
ninth
the
in
Sally
out
her
the Sox.
yard 16th, where she sliced
y night.
Wednesda
, fourth with $131,822, all
kopf,
Rangers
touch.
designated
Flight
and
Second
Robinson's first homer since Schaal walked
drive into a parallel ditch and
19th
for
here seeking the top monIt was the Yanks' fourth contied
were
. 15 thru 171
finished
J.C.
(Handicap
May 1 and a sacrifice fly ac- hitter Jim Wohlford homered.
was forced into her second Joan Fowler
413-44-117 secutive victory and lifted them
place in last week's Kemper ey as well as warming up fur
Orhitter,
designated
WilBoston's
while
She
runs
nine.
four
the
of
for
45-43-88
Doris Duperrieu
penalty stroke
Detroit counted
By The Assseistsd Press
Open. He hasn't won this year, the Open Actually, 18 of the
46-46-92 within one-half game of
was on the green in four tfut Nell Newton
liams hit his first homer since lando C,epeda, also homered.
Ruth Spurlock
.,AC47-793, in the AL East,
with his best finish a second in major tournaMent winners thif
five
TIMM
Reggie Jackson drove in
April I2, a bra-nisi shot. Chithree-putted for a double bogey Jerelene Sullivan
51-43-94
bombOrioles
year were in the field, liftBaltimore
The
Masters. His last victory
the
ROME — Upended Sea seven.
4-46-44
Betty Hinton
Allen took over the runs with one of three Oakland
14-4, slashing the cago's Dick
cluding Bob Dickson, Jim Coth.
Chicago
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Polling Places For Watershed Referendum

Referendum Will Tell Future Of Clark's River Watershed
By. KARL HARRISON
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
The Clark's River Watershed Conservancy Districts were created at the
ballot box on March 16, 1957. Next Saturday, they'll probably die in like manner
after 16 years of turmoil, argument,
many forgotten words and some water
retardation.
The machinery that would bring about
an unceremonious discontinuance of the
watershed districts was set in motion on
March 29, when the joint district board
of supervisors approved a petition from
landowners in the watershed areas
calling for a referendum.
Then on April 16, at a public hearing
in Benton, the yeatershed board of directors heard evftlenee that the districts
had met their obligations and were financially sound. The officials were convinced, and the referendum was authorThere is every assurance that voters
—those who own land lying within the
boundaries of the watershed districts —
will decide to kill the programs. If they
do, it will represent the'end of a long
and sometimes bine,- struggle.
The two districts were actually officially formed in 1950 although approved

by the 1957 referendum. The program
of water retardation—of constructing a
series of dams and drainage areas along
the two crooked forks of the meandering
river—was to last five years.
The landowners voted to tax upon
themselves, with the money earmarked
for work on the rivers in cooperation
with the Soil Conservation Service and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
That tax lasted until last year, although it was eased considerably in 1970
when dissident candidates pledged to
lowering the tax defeated the uncumbent
board of supervisors.
The levy up to 1970 had been 9.6 cents
per $100 tax assessment in the East Fork
Watershed District and 8.9 cents in the
West Fork district. When the tax was
dropped altogether last year it stood at
one cent for East Fork landowners and
five cents for West Fork landowners.
After the first five years of operation,
only 1 1.4 of 15 projected watershed structures had been completed, after a tax
income of $154,000 on the East Fork,
which included properties in Calloway.
Marshall and McCracken counties in
Kentucky and a small stretch in Henry
County, Tenn.

Watershed Tax Comes
to a Vote June 9, 1973!
Would You Like To Save
$30 A Year?
You could have to pay up to $30.00 a year in
Watershed taxes if you own land in the Clark's River
Watershed Conservancy District worth $20,000.00—up
to $15.00 if your property is worth $10,000.00. The
Watershed tax is now stopped temporarily! This is the
landowner's one and only chance to stop it permanently.
Be sure to vote your choice Saturday. June 9, 1973.
Every landowner, man and wife, in the Clark's River
Watershed Conservancy District is eligible and urged
to "tote.
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 6:AM TO 6:PM.
There will be five polling places in Calloway County
The East Fork will have four:
MIDWAY, TRUCK STOP
ALMO, HOPKIN'S GROCERY
MURRAY, CO-OP STORE
LYNN GROVE, LYNN GROVE GROCERY
The West Fork will have one:
STELLA, SLEDD'S GROCERY

Paid Political Advertisement

At present, only five of the structures
are a reality-33 per cent of those plan0
ned 14 years ago.
The West Fork, which like the East
rises in Calloway and crooks north to a
point near Oaks in McCracken County
where the forks meet, includes properties in Calloway, Marshall, Graves and
McCracken.
About 40 per cent of the construction
first projected for the West Fork is finished.
There is ample money remaining,
watershed attorney Pelham McMurry of
Paducah says, and if the districts are
discontinued by voters the money will
be turned over to the soil conservancy
districts in each of the affected counties. McMurry said the SCS will be
responsible for maintaining the structures, the largest of which is an impoundment on tbe Middle Fork Creek
tributary in Marshall County.
Ironically, the SCS angrily withdrew
from the watershed nrogram just over
a year ago after the announcement was
made that no tax would be imposed in
1972.
One state SCS officials said the organization was .!'fed up" with actions of
the watershed boards. It marked the

.1durray State University will
again be the site for "Heart of
Dixie" camps for cheerleaders
and for majorettes, drum
majors and precision groups to
run concurrently June 24-28.
The camp for cheerleaders—
to include instruction for song
leaders, pep squads, drill
learns, dance teams and pornporn corps-is one of 11 during
the summer in seven states.
A total of 17 camps for
majorettes, drum majors and
precision groups are also
planned during the summer in
eight states, many of them
running concurrently with the
cheerleading camps.
Both camps are under the
direction of the husband-wife
team of Shirley Ross DeVenney
and Jack DeVenney. Each of
the co-directort has produced
state and national champions in
all phases of majorette, dance
line and drill team competition.
DeVenney is known for the
unique style of rifle spinning
and silks (flags) and color
guard he has developed. His
background also includes work
with military bands and drum
and bugle corps training.

as banned in Bra7d

$1•••••-..

11111111.

FRIDAY NIGHT,
June 8th Only!
7thl 10 p.m.
Fabulous Bargains In All
Participating Stores!!
Sponsored by Paris Retail Merchants Association

soma on the West Fork and a diversion
dam on the East Fork south of Dexter in
Calloway County.
There was much more, but unless
voters give the watershed new life Saturday, it too will be only history.
The approximately 5,000 farmers in
the watershed drainage area and others
who own land are expected to make the
vote a heavy one.

I THANKS
TO ALL

Don't Give It Away,
... SELL IT!!

•

and
Congratulations to the
Winners
Hall McCuiston

With A Classified Ad

The Ledger & Times

I
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Miss Ross, a former featured
twirler with the Ole Miss Rebel
Band, has directed camps
throughout the South for 13
years. She has instructed solo
champions,
twirler national
national champion dance-twirl
teams and a corps that won the
national championship in 1967.
Among the instructors on the
cheerleading staff are several
who are widely known for their
tumbling and acrobatic work.
Cindy Gamble, Nancy Martin,
Karen Rayhill and Jennie Lynn
Tankersly are heading the staff
this year. They will be assisted
by other staffers at each college
and university.
Fees are $47 for the camp for
cheerleaders and $52 for the
camp for majorettes, drum
majors, and precision groups.
Both figures cover the cost of
meals, supervised dormitory
lodging and instruction.
Further information, about
either camp may be obtained by
writing to: Heart of Dixie
Camps, P.O. Box 125, Coosada.
Ala., 36020, or by calling (205)
567-7315 in Wetumpka, Ala.
Slavery
in 1888.

dredge and snag parts of the river, and
even straighten it, have come and gone.
Graves County landowners in the conservancy district once tried to sever
their affiliation with the watershed. An
organization known as the Symaonia Development Council pushed long and hard
for a huge lake in Graves County that
would have been formed with the construction of a dam southwest of Symfr •

MSU Site Of Camps
Again This Summer

PARIS CITY WIDE
p•m•••

first time that the SCS had withdrawn
from a Kentucky watershed project after
it had begun.
But that move was only one of a series
in the turmoil that was and still is the
Clark's River Watershed.
Landowners and boards have been in
conflict with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers on occasion throughout the
watershed's life. A plan by the Corns to
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VA Reminds That Some Groups
Are Not Affected By Deadline

Use Of Imagination Is
Needed For Naming Boat

Although G.I. Bill education
benefits for thousands of
Vietnam Era veterans will
expire May 31, 1974, the
Veterans Administration
emphasized today the May 1974
expiration date does not affect
G.I. Bill job or farm cooperative
apprenticeship or
training,
flight training benefits for these
veterans.
This clarification was made
by Charles R. Hoskins, acting
director of the VA Regional
Office in Louisville. He pointed
out that most education benefits
for those discharged prior to
June 1, 1966, would expire on
May 31, 1974, the eighth anniversary of the current G.I.
Bill.
The 1966 law allows each
veteran eight years to complete
his training. The time is computed from the individual's date
of discharge or from the date of
the law, whichever is later.
Hoskins explained that the
original bill did not include
flight, apprenticeship, on-thejob and farm-cooperative
training, so eligibility for these
benefits will not expire for Post
Korean veterans until August
30, 1975, which is eight years
after the date they were
authorised by law.

the
A new boat doesn't even have painted under the flare of
transom.
to be put in the water before it bow or on the sloping
One likely place is on the
starts providing fun for its
deck. Another spot
forward
By JOHN PINKERMAN
dignity and quiet to the area.
proud owner! So say boating
good
Nazareth is visible on a high
Copley News Service
experts, who deal with new often chosen for its
hill to the north as your driver
boats constantly. The whole visibility is the amidships part
TIBERIAS, ISRAEL — The winds his way toward the
family can have an amusing, of a boat, either below or above
quiet is broken as you descend southern tip of the Sea of Galistimulating time talking over the gunwale as boat design
the beautiful green hillsides lee, and the cotton fields, surand deciding on a boat's name. permits.
into the lush valley of Galilee. rounded by corn and beans,
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can
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them
attach
that
things
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the
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the
sweeping low, crop dusting. — and the familiar olive
around in mooring areas or past location and spacing of
They say that tourism is Is- groves abound.
to
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s
character
many
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marinas, observing
This is the land of Jesus and
rael's best winner for foreign
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people
names
wonderful
exchange and a day's trip the New Testament, but your
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thought up for their craft. Some for an
from busy Tel Aviv into this guide is an Israeli and he
name can detract
crowded
are
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land where Jesus worked speaks mostly of David and
suprisingly from a handsame
either
some
clever,
trickily
.
However,
some of his greatest miracles the Oki Testament
uproariously boat's looks.
or
subtly
may be a good example why with prodding, he will give
It's easy enough to trailer a
humorous. See what you can
such a troubled political land you a more complete lesson in
modern boat to a professional
invent to add to the fun!.
still is a mecca ( no pun in- biblical history. Kibbutz ilrat
a
As a rule, watch the length of signpainter for an estimate on
tended )for global travelers — Zvi, on the Jordanian border,
a
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Make
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could
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too
[fit's
and
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the
is interesting to visit
despite the crop duster.
be hard to letter legibly on the person knows how to paint
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sometimes
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per
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land
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nations
adjoining
available.
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name so intricate that people
WEATI1ER SERVICE
are varied accorrunodations Galilee, going north on the
cruising past in other boats stick-on letters and hand let- Data From NATIONAL
tering, consider a "name
eastern side along what once
available — or a continuing
can't decipher it
was Syrian land but now
trip to the beautiful MediterWEATHER OUTLOOK FOR JUNE — This is the 30-day temThe law reserves the space at board." Made of teak or
of June as
ranean city of Haifa is easy ( courtesy of the Six-Day War
the bow of a boat for rnahognay and having glided perature and precipitation outlook for the month
of June, 1967) is the Israeli-ocgoing.
In letters, such a nameplate is predicted by the US. Weather Service.
registration numbers.
1AP Wirephoto Map i
Golan Heights.
selecting a place to apply the easy to attach to the side of a
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screws.
two
and
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for
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with
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It time
boat's name, remember that boat
traffic and the noise of Tel
most of the time people ashore,
Aviv, the greenery unfolds. better place exists in the valThere are avocado groves ley than Kibbutz Emn Gev, standing on other boats and on
near Hadera to the north, and right on the sea. You sit on the
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the closer you get to the Sea of patio extending over the wadown at the average-sized
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outboard of inboard-outboard
the soil becomes. Descending cy of the house — St. Peter's
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craft.
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tail.
the 600-foot below sea level
valley, the Horns of Hitten are luncheon and is capped afterward with a boat trip across
visible, forming a saddle and
marking the place where the Sea of Galilee — about 30
Saladin defeated the Crusad- minutes to Tiberias. In your
honor the skipper of the cruise
ers in 1187 A.D.
vessel — the name of which,
But it is the lush vegetation Amagor, is translated into
The Princeton 4-H and FFA
that grips you — most of the "Miracle of the Fish" in reAll Items Available
Heifer Show will be held
Beef
of
Jews
both
shrines
religious
spect to Jesus' miracle of over
of
Nashville Stores,
June 18, at the University
and Oiristians being located
1,900 years ago — flies both
.
Substation
Kentucky
Most Items
in the more urban areas like the Israeli and the American
The Show, one of five sponNazareth, Tiberias, Safad and flags
Available
sored by the Kentucky
others. There are Arab baAll
Department of Agriculture, will
you
eyes
ownyour
their
s,
you
close
If
nana plantation
Regular
Stores!
class
new
A
a.m.
10:00
at
on
begin
days
ers living side by side with the can imagine biblical
Hard to Hold
a
—
year
has been added this
the sea, one of the holiest of
Jews of this 25-year-old naExtra Hold
cow and calf class. This class is
waters, and if you open them
tion.
13 Oz.
nursing
with
see
days,
cows
on
some
to
can,
you
open
There are carrots everypuffs of smoke and hear the
calves and the calves can be
where and judging from hotel
either male or female.
Compare
dining room fare, the carrot is thunder of guns from the GoAccording to Harold WorkIsrael's national vegetable. lan Heights to the east — the
at 2.49
thunder and the smoke are a
man, Supervisor in the
Modern irrigation methods
Misses
novekity
knil
the
frequent
in a large
in
tops
life
of
way
Department's
are in use, the strawberries
Agriculture
assortment ol, styles, colors, sizes.
are bountiful and the Jerusa- skirmishes between the IsraDivision of Shows and Fairs, the
lem pines lend a proper air of elis and the Syrians.
following information must be
provided by the exhibitor on
entries in this: age of cow; age
of calf; and number of calves
the cow has had. Calves shown
in the cow-calf class cannot be
shown in another class
your choice! Choose from 14''
that
said
Workman
length, pull-on jamshowmanship classes will be
aicas or terry short
By Virginia Knauer
offered for junior and senior
Assorted
shorts.
showmen. Judges for the shows
Special Assistant to the President
colors and sizes.
this year will be Ray Sharpe
and Director
and Gordon Jones, both of
Office of Consumer Affairs
Compare
whom judged last year.
at 2.49
The beef heifer shows are
When did you and your wife—or husband— last
Kentucky
the
by
sponsored
treats for
Delicious
talk about your family's life insurance plan?
t of Agriculture in
Departmen
picnics!
or
snacks
fammany
Too
I
suspect.
enough,
Not recently
cooperation with the Division of
ilies, I've found, sweep life insurance under the rug.
Vocational Agrcultural
Women's Patent
you
This is a mistake—one you can avoid if
Education. The department
follow these rules of thumb concerning life insurance:
allocates $10,000 to the

The director noted that 1.4
million, or 33 per cent, of 4.1
million veterans made eligible
by the 1966 law have used aloe
part of their education benefits.
The current G.I. Bill provided
eligibility to all veterans
discharged since January 31,
1955, many of whom had been
out of service several years
before they became eligible, the
VA director pointed out.
The overall participation rate
for Vietnam Era veterans is
about 46 per cent.
VA pays veterans (with no
dependents) $220 monthly if
they are full-time trainees, with
higher rates for those with
dependents. On-job trainees
with no dependents are oaid a
starting allowance of $160monthly—large checks go
to those with dependents.
Employers also pay the
veteran-trainee wages, which
are increased on a regular
schedule during the training
period.
Veterans whose benefits may
soon expire, or any eligible
veteran interested in G.I. Bill
benefits, are urged to contact
any VA office or representatives of local veterans service
organizations.

Beef Heifer
Show To Be
At Princeton

VALUABLE

K

NOVELTY
KNIT TOPS
117

TERRY-KNIT SHORT
SHORTS or NYLON
KNIT JAMAICAS

Dear Consumer

Insurance for You

term, your straight policy is
• Examine your life insurbuilding up a definite cash
ance plan frequently. Your
value as you make more and
family's needs change conmore payments on it. And
stantly.
• Be clear about the goals
this cash value is of tangible
use to you. You can make
of your life insurance plan.
a loan against it. You can
Life insurance can accomplish
give up the policy and take
many jobs. What's the pur.the accumulated cash value in
pose of yours?
a single payment Or you can,
• Be certain you've found
when you're older, stop paythe best buy in life insurance.
ing premiums and use the acBe a comparison shopper.
cumulated cash value to start
Before you go any
receiving monthly retirement
further, think right now
funds.
about your family's needs. Do
you have young children who
When you're shopping
will need protection until they
for insurance, you will hear
can earn their own living?
about other kinds of policies.
Are you concerned most about
Family income. Double proincome for your retirement
tection. Convertible term. Reyears 7
newable term. Modified life.
As you know, there are
All of these are variatwo basic types of insurance
tions of term or straight life.
to choose from:
These variations offer special
TERM insurance gives
features that may—or may
you temporary protection.
not—be useful to your family.
When you purchase a policy
Question your agent about
you receive coverage for a
these features. Before signing
certain period of time—one
up for a special option, be ceryear, or five years or te•i. If
tain you understand it. Be
you die within that time pecertain, too, that you really
riod, your beneficiary receives - need it.
& payment equal to the face
Above all, shop for price.
value of the policy.
Costs vary considerably from
one company to another. Talk
That's useful protection.
with insurance agents about.
And, since the cost of this incost comparisons on all the
surance is relatively low,
policies you are interested in.
term is an excellent buy for
Make your own comparisons
a young family on a tight
of costs and benefits, too.
budget. Some term policies
Start by asking for insurance
can be renewed. But the preinformation at your local
mium will go up, and the cost
library.
of term insurance really
Be sure to ask for "inzooms after you turn 50. So
terest-adjusted" data. This is
this typo of insurance is less
a comparison index showing
useful for an older purchaser.
the interest your money
STR.X1(i1iT (or ordiwould earn if it were deoffers
insurance
life
nary)
ip a savings account
posited
"sayplus
protection
lifetime
...or iiiveated elsewhere, rather
ings.7 In return —for paying• than
put into insurasce prethe same nreMium e- very - miurns.
beneyour
assure
year, you
all,
Insurance, after
ficiary„of receiving the face
takes a sizable chunk of your
value of your policy when you
budget, You'll want to get
die.
yoUtAtioney'a worth from it.
While costingmore tnan
•

POW-WOW PUFFS,
CARAMEL CORN
or CHEESE
CORN

Program.

Emergency Care
Seminar To Be
Held June 14
Emergency and critical care
medicine will be the topic for a
two-day seminar to be held June
14 and 15 at the Ramada Inn in
Louisville.
Highlighting the annual
session will be David R. Boyd,
M.D., Chicago, who is the Chief
of the Division of Emergency
Medical Services and Highway
Safety of the Illinois Public
Health Department which has
nationally
a
established
recognized emergency care
system. Appearing with Doctor
Boyd will be the Chief Trauma
Nurse Coordinator of the
L.
Teresa
Department,
Ftamano. R. N.
Nurses and other health
professionals from emergency
rooms, intensive care and
coronary care units, operating
and recovery rooms and from
schools and industries have
been invited to attend.
Faculty members of the
University of Louisville and
University of Kentucky medical
schools and specialists from
Kentucky and nearby states will
be program participants.
Burns, immunizations,
poisoning and athletic injuries
are just a few of the topics to be
discusseil during this important
PrPgrarn.
Other sponsors of thiesession
are the Kentucky Medical
Association. the Kentucky
Hospital Association and the
Ktntockv Nurses Association.

NYLON KNIT
JAMAICA
SHORT SETS

33

Compare
at 5.99

Choose from 3 styles
of 2 piece nyton Jamaica sets' 25" length
top and 14" length,
jamaicas.
pull-on
Sizes 10 to 18 in assorted colors.

MOC
Sizes 5 to 10
Asst. Colors

•

Compare
at 39C

ASSORTED
ICE TEA
TUMBLERS

SUMMERTIME

THONGS
styling
Oriental
velveteen
with
thong, natural grass
at insole. Sizes S.
M,L. in assorted
colors.

144

25
OZ.
size

Compare
at 2.49

GILLETTE
MAX for MEN

Model

C350

Dryer-Styler

Shipment

'14"
GILLETTE
SUPER MAY

2 Days
Only!

PREMIER
VACUUM

Hair Dryer
Schick
HOT LATHER MACHINE
2 refills
cartridges included.

& Style Drying
Attachments

'14"

ments!

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sundays

Acres of File Park ing

Equal Opportunity Employer

33.88

POLYESTERS
i/ New Patterns
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The Complete Cat EnA new shipment of books has
been received at the Murray- cylclopedia, by Grace Pond. An
Calloway County Library. up-to-date and authoritative
work on the feline world,
Those included are:
beautiful
by
Appointment In Andalusia, by highlighted
Mackintosh. A glamorous job in photographs.
A Consumer's Dictionary of
Spain seems the answer to
Laurie's problems but crime Food Additives, by Ruth
and high drama shatters her Winter. In simple, everyday
language, the author defines all
dream.
The Baby's Song Book, by the mysterious ingredients
Elizabeth Pastor'. A charming listed on all food labels,
The Crystal Skull, by Richard
collection of old musical
A provocative and
Garvin.
favorites for children.
Bereavemeat, by Cohn fascinating story of mystery,
Murray- Pirkei7A--volume myth, and magic.
Fire In The Lake, by Frances
dedicated to increasing understanding of grief and its Fitzgerald. A thoughtful
the
concerning
analysis
effects on human behavior.
Vietnamese
the
of
struggle
Robert
by
Offerings,
Burnt
Marasco. A tale of mounting people to find a solution to their
horror and malevolence in problems.
The Great American Auto
which an entire family is
possessed by the supernatural. Repair Robbery, by Ronald A.
Canto For A Gypsy, by Martin Randall A frank but thoroughly
Smith. A suspenseful thriller documented look at one of the
centered around the thief of St. nation's biggest consumer
Stephen's Crown, the Royal problems.
Heroin,The Myths And Facts,
Crown of Hungray.
Captain Bligh And Mr. by Richard Ashley. A volume
Christian, by Richard Hough. examining the history of heroin,
and
manufacture
An absorbing retelling of the its
in
place
its
and
distribution
Mutiny,
famous 1789 Bounty
exhaustively researched and today's society.
Horses In Action, edited by
well written.
The Chaperone, by Ethel Suzanne Wilding. 'True stories
engrossing are blended with fiction in this
An
Gordon.
romantic suspense novel set in anthrology for any reader inthe south of France at an old terested in horses and the
literature that surrounds them.
inn.
In Love And Song, by John
The Chicanos, by Matt S.
Meier. A history of Mexican Hall Wheelock. Contemporary
Americans, a unique cultural poetry that acquaints us with
minority in the pluralistic the reality of the simple things
in life.
society of our nation.
Manner Of Speaking, by John
The Children Of Pride, by
Robert Manson Myers. An Ciardi. A collection of pieces by
intimate look at a southern a contemporary author known
fprnily during the Civil War as for his direct and responsive
their writing.
through
revealed
The Mutual Fund Trap, by
correspondence.
China On Stage, by Lois John L. Springer. The author
Wheeler Snow. A look at theatre presents a comprehensive study
in China in terms of both an of the mutual fund industry and
a
long-needed
entertainment medium and an provides
analysis, the laws that regulate,
educational process.
the people who run them and the
sometimes
questionable
practices that guide them.
NOTHING The Name On The White
.OR PAY ar•Ight
today OR
Start losing
House floor, by Judith Martin.
MONEY BACK MONAIDEX is a tiny
A funny and entertaining look
tablet that will halo curb your ClaStr• tor excises loot Eat lass-weigh
by a woman who takes a truly
less. Contains no dangerous drugs
view of life.
humorous
No
MBOIOUS.
mats
you
not
and will
The New Oxford Book Of
strenuous exercise. Chang• your if.
costs
. . start today MONADEX
English Verse, 1250-1950, edited
53.00 tor a 20 day supply and WOO
by Helen Gardner A far wider
tor twice the amount los• ugly tat
or your money sm44 be coloo4414 uoth range of poetry is
represented
no QINOtiOns &said by
In this new anthology than in its
Drugs-Bel -Air
Savrite
Shopping
predecessor edited by QuillerCenter-Mail Orders Filled.
Couch.

LOSE UGLY FAT

Thew New York Times
Everyday Readers Dictionary
Of Misunderstood, Misused,
Mispronounced Words. A long
awaited compilation of those
words which for various
reasons give us the most
trouble.
101 Projects For Bottle
Cutters, by Walter Ian Fischman. Guide to one of the simplest, most enjoyable and least
expensive crafts.
The Palermo Affair, by Colin
Forbes. An action-filled novel
about an unusual ssiVtage
mission carried out in Sicily
during World War II.
Patchwork For Beginners, by
Sylvia Green. Instruction for a
simple craft that requires no
special equipment and makes
use of material left-over from
other projects.
The Pyramids Of Egypt, by
I.E. Edwards. An authoritative
volume on the pyramids and
their contents as well as a
revealing study of the religious
beliefs of the ancient Egyptians.
The Real World Of The Public
Schools, by Harry S. Broody. A
penetrating look at the difference between demands of its
school and the actual circumstances.
A Republic, If You Can Keep
It, by Earl Warren. A simple,
direct presentation about the
foundations of our nation and
the responsibilities of every
citizen.
Rule Britannia, by Daphne du
Maurier. The setting for this
novel is the near future when
England drops out of the
common market and forms an
alliance with the United States.
An ancient actress and a group
of young boys wage an eccentric
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guerilla war against United
States troops who have invaded
England.
The Story Of Ireland, by
Maire and Conor O'Brien. A
look at Ireland, a country filled
with both turmoil and hope.
Stranger In China, by Colin
McCullough. A Canadian family
tells what it is really like to be
living in today's China.
Strangers In Company, by
Jane Aiken. A stunning novel of
romance and suspense.
Sturgeon's West, by Theodore
Sturgeon. An unusual collection
of tales of UM'old West.They Love Not Poison, by Ara
Woods. The growth of gossip
concerning the revival of local
witchcraft, rumors of a
treasure hidden and lost during
England's seventeenth century
Civil War, suspicions of black
market activity, and the death
a woman from arsenic
of
poisoning, combine to make a
thrilling mystery novel.
Vietnam's Will To Use, by
Helen B. Lamb. A tracing of a
country's history that also
reflects the characteristics that
have made it a major character
of the world's stage.
Vizzini, by Sal Vizzini. The
secret lives of America's most
successful undercover agent.
Weeds, by Edit Summers
Kelley. The tobacco fields of
Kentucky are the settings of this
story of personal growth and
maturity.
The White Peacock, by Mary
Lip Roby. A trip to Portugal
turns into a nightmare of
murder and suspense for Irene.
The World Of Ice, by James
L. Dyson. The ice settlements
across the worki are viewed as
a record of unsuspected life and
ancient people.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. for the profession's difficulty in
Wendell Ford was named responding usefully to the
"Outstanding Public Citizen" demands placed upon it by a
recently by the Breckinridge society in transition and
Chapter of the National upheaval."
During the symposium, Dr.
Association of Social Workers at
their first annual symposium Ernest F. Witte, dean of the
held at the University of Ken- College of Social Professions at
UK, was named "Outstanding
tucky in Lexington.
Symposium director Richard Social Worker of the Year."
"This was due," said Ms..
Welsh said the annual event was
"created in memory and in Jett, to his distinguished career
recognition of Evelyn Jones in social work and his outBlack and the contributions she standing leadership in social
-work education."
made to Social work."
John Meyers, president of the
Ms. Black, who was killed
Governor Wendell H. Ford was "recently named the Outrecently in an automobile ac- Breckinridge chapter of NASW,
cident, was a faculty member in received the Community Serstanding Public Citizen by the Breckihridge Chapter of the
Social vice Award for his personal and
of
College
the
National Association of Social Workers in Lexington. Dr.
Professions at UK and was a professional leadership in the
Ernest F. Witte, Dean of the College orf Social Professions at
leader in beth university and community in the areas of
University of Kentucky, received the Outstanding
the
better housing, criminal justice,
cffnmunity activities.
Social Worker Award. Both awards were presented by
After receiving the award, social welfare and human
Suzanne Jett, Volunteer Supervisor for the State DepartGovernor Ford said: "No place rights.
in our land can you do more for
ment of Economic Security and a member of the
The National Association of
people than in the political Social Workers was founded in
Breckinridge Chapter.
arena or in working for state 1955 and is the largest
government. You have the organization of professional
opportunity to help people and social workers in the world. Its
you have the opportunity to see membership totals more than
that government functions as it 59,000.
should, to develop services for
6 an
provides
NASW
people." .
educational opportunity for
"I think that we will make our individuals interested in social
mark on this time in history," work and gives social work
our practitioners a chance to
he continued, "by
rededication and redirection in develop professional standards
government and its ability to of practice.
help people."
Suzanne Jett, supervisor of Television potential
Your
NEW YORK
volunteer staff development for
the state Department of television set could become the
Economic Security, said that most important unit in your
to an expert.
Governor Ford was chosen home, according
The advent of cable television,
because of his "direct and says William H. Anderson, vice
persistent efforts to point out president for RCA Consumer
the dire consequences of federal Electronics, can provide scores
cutbacks in the nation's poverty of consumer-oriented services.
He cited as an example the
and welfare programs."
of shopping from the
The Governor was recognized prospect
convenience of your home.
for his appointment of "iou would just call your
professionally qualified com- favorite store, as* to see certain
missioners to head every state items displayed on your video
human service agency, and screen, check out the answers to
especially for appointing the any of your questions, place
first woman social worker, Gail your order, have the product
To prevent serious eye warnings and cautions eacn S. Huecker, to the Department delivered to your home, and
possibly even have your bank
damage—and possible blind- time before opening a con- of Economic Security.
balance debited and your store
ness—safety goggles should be tainer
the
from
Dr. Harry Specht,
account credited."
worn during all pesticide
—Always store pesticides in University of California at
applying original containers; keep them Berkley, spoke on the crisis in
and
mixing
TEACHER JAILED
operations. So warns the tightly closed. Never keep them social work and explained that
A Miami court recently senKentucky Society for the in anything but original con- social work was "an incomplete tenced Theodore Taylor, 29, a
555 Ml Mu,0
Prevention of Blindness in an
profession, a commitment to schoolteacher to five years in
INSURED
tainers.
appeal to farmers and gar—Never smoke or eat while services without a commitment prison after he was found
guilty of recruiting pupils to
deners to protect their eyes spraying or dusting.
"
.
from accidental injury.
"This incompleteness," said peddle heroin in school corri— Avoid inhaling substances.
"You have to remember that Wear protective clothing, Specht, "is one of the reasons dors at $10 a bag.
insecticides and herbicides are masks
respirators
and
posion," says Society executive whenever labels direct.
director Elinor Zollinger, "and
—Do not spill sprays or dusts
you simply cannot be too on skin or clothing. If accareful. They have to be cidentally spilled, remove
powerful to do the job, which contaminated clothes immakes them more dangerous. mediately and wash them
"Eyes are particularly thouroughly.
vulnerable to these substances,
—If symptoms of illness occur
and should be protected with the during or shortly after working
appropriate safety eyewear
with pesticide compounds, seek
whenever they are used."
medical attention immediately.
Severe irritation and burning
—In all cases of exposure, call
may be experienced when a phylician as soon as
pesticide compounds come in emergency washing is
contact with eye tissue, but this pleted.
is not always the case and eye
The Kentucky Society for the
damage can occur even if Prevention of Blindness urges
severe pain is absent.
that these safety precautions be
Since slight contact with followed when pesticides are
pesticides can cause injury, and being used.
more extensive contact can be
lethal, the wearing of eye and
face protection is important Silent theif
. NE' YORK,(UPI! — Is a
during handling procedures. silent leak running up Your
Here are further safety water bill? k silent toilet leak
guidelines from the Kentucky can send thousands of gallons of
water down the drain without
Society:
—Carry at least a gallon of anyone _knowing it. The people
ater V, orkst,
plain water, preferably fir at the American
Association say there is an easy
or
tractor
on
the
gallons,
way to find out if you have one.
equipment in case of a pesticide
They recommend putting a
exposure. A thorough washing few drop]of food coloring in the
of other
double knits press.
of the skin with soap and water, tank. If there in a leak, the color
perma
with
fabrics
and
or a flushing of an exposed eye will appear in the toilet bowl.
easy care
natortable
with clean water only, may 'Flip trouble may be a worn out
co
wide,
and
inlet valve.
60'•
toilet's
the
in
novelties.
washer
cool
reduce irritation and chance for
favorites• solids and
Coordinate these
B discharge stopper that is permanent injury.
surnmer-time
checks,
defective or off-center, or an
prints,
yd. SAVE
--Always read labels before overflow pipe that has rotted at
Gorgerous
'1.99
Regular
using sprays, or dust, noting the base.

Goggles Should Be
Worn With Pesticides

Murray

ranch

EDERAL SAVINGS & LOA
7th and Main 40-makti
Phone
753-7921

fabrifie

LI
7-10 p.m.IESQUIRE'
.2

SOCKS
Reg. '1`)0
pr
$200

,

ummer
izzler
pedals

Mature persons I
that there are tw
every story. And,
there are two side
tically all public re
tivity. In relation
.warn people there
giver and there r
receiver. Each mu
the other if there
successful relation
While it is un
proper and nec
fir
btliness
organizations to do
that they can
customer needs, it
important for cu
understand that t
good customers a
themselves proper
for firms to serve
proper manner.
Customers can
a matter of fact
quite overbearing
Any firm which
its efforts to serv
courteously norma
long way wit
customer before
on his own terms,
dest scene in busi
to see a verbal ar
ween a represen
business firm and
In most cases,
fer.
many
In
customers expect
from business fir
customer is dea
business firm,
determine the ex
the firm is able
If he expects too
likely will be cl.
Actually custom
ten do not' und
limitations of
firm's operation.
relati
The
customer to busi
remain at a high
each understand
One of the main
customers do no
derstand fully
tically all busin
are available to
their convenien
their benefit
operation is
primary benefit,
Profit, of course,
present motive
but the benefit t
many, many
much more imp
Business act
Nowt Got loafs le

For pli
ITCH
Sufferers of iaginal
underarm Itch. bash
report a creme foi
I3ICOZENF cheeks It
This widely used
irrItating bacteria.
sea burning white
tender. Inflamed ti
ends so as seintehl
heating starts. Don't
Get GICOZENEtoday

Central Shop

SISGt.E

ENTIRE STOCK Ladies

DELIS° DEBS

SHOES
Reg. 122.99 to '26.99
$1890 pal
1st QUALITY
Ladies

PANTY HOSE
Baby skin-proportioned
sizes.
Reg,
pr.
11.75 pr.

Na

SHIRT FABRICS
100 per cent cotton and no iron! 45"
wide in prints and solids. Perfect for
summer wear.

SRO SHOES
Reg. 118.99 to 121.99

Big assortment of prints. Perfect for
dad or lad! 45" wide and perma
press.

Mann

PANTS

2

DECORATIVE BEADS
Rondels,
touch!
Distinctive
rosebuds, saucers, propeller,
pretend pearl, seed beads and
to 6 milimeter size. A
others.
beautiful buy!

Just 3 Hours
to Save!!
Paris, Tennessee

Frida

POLYESTER & COTTON

ENTIRE STOCK
Ladies

BURNETT'S
SHOES

G-R-

5
FRATERNAL. WEEK PROCLAIMED-Gov. Wendell
Jtme 8-14 -as-"Fraternal-Week"-inFord
. KeritUeky, _titging" cur ilit2eitsMo lend -their -support
and show their appreciation: of the contributions
made to society., by the fraternal benefit system.
liteceivin.g the proclamation lire Mary Etta. Hosier,
secretary-treasurer of -the; Kentucky Fraternal
COngress and Rex Andersori, SVoodmen ()tithe World

packages $ 1 00
for

PRINTED & SOLID

20%

SPORTSWEAR
Prints and solids of polyester and
cotton blends. They're 45" wide,
perma press. Perfect for the classic
look.

INFA
Sit

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat. 12-6 Sunday
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Paris, Te
BANKANER
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You And Your Pet

Hospital Report

r Public Relations
Notebook

June 2, 1973
ADULTS,.79
NURSERY..4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Filbeck (Mrs.
Marion Kay Filbeck ), Route 3,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Gordon Robert Wirt, 83 Shady
Oaks, Mrs. Etna Sue Todd,
Route 2, Hazel, Henry Walter
Stonum, Route 3, Box 236, Mrs.
Linda Darlene Starks, Route 2,
Mrs. Iva Lee Knight, 213 S. 11th,
Master Ray Lynn Fennel, Route
1, Dexter, Royal Dillard, 404 N.
Cherry, Mrs. Jane Emmeline
Clayton, Route 1, Buchanan,
Term., Mrs. Trecia Jo Ray and
Baby Boy, Route 7, Walter
Cammack Emanuel, 3423
Coleman Avenue, Memphis,
Tenn., Mrs. Collie T. Eldridge,
214 Irvan.

By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

Dogs' Eyes Can Become
Irritated And Sore, Too

eyeball becomes
possibility that your dog's sight infection. The
United States today is at its
By Raymond A. Minor, D.V.M.
Mature persons learn early
when the fluid cannot
enlarged
.
improved
be
not
Ordinarily your dog's eyes will
that there are two sides to highest point in history.
Failure to
Conjunctivitis is charac- escape normally.
are as healthy as your own.
every story. And, of course, Business organizations are
promptly relieve the increase in
tearing,
excessive
by
terized
can
there are two sides to prac- dealing with multitidues of
And, just as your eyes
results in
y to light and in- intraocular pressure
tically all public relations ac- customers. In many types of
become irritated and sore, so sensitivit
and
vision
of
nt
impairme
mucous
the
on of
businesses customers are sertivity. In relationships betcan your dog's. In the event an flammati
eventually, loss of sight.
surface
inner
the
on
e
membran
g
pace.
a
a
ved at
maddenin
.amen people there must be
eye ailment does occur-314k,
be
This diesase • may
eyelid.
giver and there must be a Firms obviously do everything
should be able to recognize the of your dog's
it
although
and
l
congenita
usually
is
ailment
This
receiver.- Each must respect that they can to satisfy comsymptoms and seek appropriate
your
after
only
appears
usually
caused by a foreign body
the other if there is to be a pletely as possible customer
medical treatment.
or an dog enters middle age—that is,
_wants ancl_desiraa. Because of
successful_relatiOnehip.
An initial sign that something (pollen, dust, smoke)
after age 5—it may occur at any
bacteria
While it is unmistskenly the fast pace of many
is wrong with your dog's eyes is injury which permits
time.
infection in the
proper and necessary for businesses today, it is much
a discharge in excess of the to develop an
If glaucoma develops in only
and more important than in the
firms
hilliness
normal washing. Along with eyelid.
eye, only removal of the
one
a
by
caused
to
is
assume
s
g
past for customer
If the condition
organizations to do everythin
this discharge, there may be
eye—a drastic but
infected
you are able
that they can to satisfy a more understanding role in
inflammation. Your dog may foreign object and
necessary measure—may save
cotton,
sterile
with
it
remove
to
customer needs, it is just as the continuing relationship
his
paw at his eyes and shake
eye. Sometimes this
wash the eye with warm water the other
important for customers to with business organizations.
head.
responds to drug
condition
of
have
The ages-old principle
understand that they must be
If any of these symptoms or an eye wash after you
although
treatment, but
June 3, 1973
good customers and conduct business organizations is that
so.
done
attempt
appear, it is best not to
removal of the eye may not be
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themselves properly in order the customer is always right
any home remedies. Gently
Often an eye ointment con- necessary, sight may still be
for firms to serve them in a Perhaps this principle could
the discharge away from taining boric acid is soothing— lost.
wipe
by
3
ly
revised
NURSERY
be practical
proper manner.
the corner of the eyes with but it is best to consult your
In every case, early detection
NO NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Customers can be rude. As stating it thusly: The
cotton, being careful not veterinarian before putting of the symptoms of eye ailments
sterile
a matter of fact they can be customer is always right...
DISMISSALS
to touch the eye itself. It is best anything into your dog's eyes. is important and it is essential
sometimes.
quite overbearing at times
Mrs. Grace Evelyn Covey, Rt. to consult your veterinarian as
Once the object is removed, to consult your veterinarian for,
Any firm which is sincere in
1, Box 526, Murray, Kenneth soon as possible.
the inflammation should clear professional diagnosis and
NEW CHARTER —Danny G. Boziu-th might) of Cadiz, the first
its efforts to serve customers
Blvd.,
Wells
Dale Duncan, 1305
Certain breeds of dogs are up. However, if the redness
.
president of the newly-chartered chapter of Lambda Alpha Epcourteously normally will go a
Murray, Herbert Elvin Scott, more prone to eye injureis than persists, do not attempt to probe treatment
y,
Universit
State
Murray
at
fraternity
rude
a
justice
Dr. Minor regrets that he is
silon criminal
long way with
Reggie others. Pop-eyed breeds, such
Murray,
St.,
6th
504
N.
the eye. Take your dog to your unable to personally answer
shows the new charter to Francis T. Jaquith of Paducah, who was
customer before meeting him
Hildreth Ellis, Rt, 3, Murray, as the Pekingese, Boston Bull, veterinarian immediately.
letters from pet owners. He
selected by the 18 charter students in the chapter as the outon his own terms Ad the sadMrs. Margaret Nell Boyd, 1102 the Pug, arid some spaniels, are
officers of the
Glaucoma is an increase in suggests that readers consult
dest scene in business today is
This is June Dairy Month, the standing member. Both the charter and the first
Lander
Dave
Murray,
St.,
Vine
than
more subject to injuries
amount of fluid in the dog's their own veterinarians when
to see a verbal argument bet- time when the public spotlight is chapter were installed in ceremonies at Ken-Bar Resort near
Willis, 211 Spruce, Murray, Mrs. other breeds because they have the
as a result of injury or their pets have problems.
eyes
ween a representative of a turned upon dairymen and milk Gilbertsville.
Patsy Arm Nichols and Baby a larger eye surface exposed.
(Photo to, Wilson Woolley)
business firm and a customer. and dairy products.
Girl, Rt. 5, Box 300, Murray,
The country dog, particularly'
In most cases, both will sufJune Dairy Month is one of
James Greg Cates, 911 College the bulged-eyed breeds, may
fer.
our older agricultural obCts., Murray, Mrs. Eula have their eyes scratched by
instances,
many
In
servances and is pretty well
Gladys
Reaves, Rt. 1, Hazel,
branches and tall grass while
customers expect too much known by all people. Its purpose
)
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something new and different
injury.
likely will be dissatisfaction.
Mrs. Debra Kay Jones and more rarely, caused by
is
this
TING
Perhaps
DUPLICA
year.
each
manifest
profitable to a more
Actually customers quite ofLook in the section in which turn from a
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. This problem becomes
alright since milk and dairy
confused course. Consider the Linda Frances Witherspoon and through a partial or complete
ten do not. understand the
find
and
comes
birthday
your
products are some of our most
the pitfalls
crystalline lens—
limitations of a business
is, according whole picture. Avoid
Baby Girl, 25B Riviera Courts, opacity of the
stable foods and are products what your outlook
and haste.
ess
heedlessn
dog's eye just
of
your
of
part
that
firm's operation.
to the stars.
Murray.
CAPRICORN
of which change little from year to
relationship
behind the pupil. Instead of
The
In other words, milk has
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /tfi
DISMISSALS
transparent it appears chinacustomer to business firm can year.
food and ice- ARIES
Mixed influences, mixed
S. 9th, blue in color, because the lens
417
Bell,
Gene
remain at a high level only if long been a basic
Larry
so basic, has (Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
possibilities. How you react to
Perland reflects light instead of traneach understands the other. cream though not
Hold to a well-directed opposition and unexpected Murray, Lawrence
of both
favorite
time
long
a
been
that
things
main
the
of
One
Rt. 3, Murray, Master smitting it.
Foster,
are
clouds
storm
Some
course.
situations will tell the tale.
customers do not always un- children and adults.
This disease usually occurs in
Robert F McDougal, 212 East
but the ingenious AQUARIUS
Apart from the nutrutional brewing,
Brandon
derstand fully is that pracJohnny
dogs, although not exBenton,
older
12th,
them
Arien will weather
Feb. 19)
tically all business operations contibutiorui which this industry smartly. Keep emotions under (Jan. 21 to
New Concord, Master clusively. It may develop
Wyatt,
before
long
too
Don't wait
are available to them and for makes, dairying is very im- stern control.
7
Lynn Emerine, P.O. Box slowly. The condition often
making up your mind in mat- Gary
their convenience and for portant from the standpoint of TAURUS
Charles Henry means a gradual worsening of
Murray,
444,
501-8 MAIN STREET — PHONE 733-4442
ters where the time element is
their benefit Any business economics. Last year the gross ( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Broach, 705 Elm-, Murray, Mrs. sight until the dog is blind.
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Highly
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operation is created for Income from dairy products
1,
provides
Rt.
of
al
surgery
A thorough reapprais
Sometimes
Hilda Ruth Ward,
and literary interests.
primary benefit' to the public. amounted to some 1143;000,000 recent activities can be the travel
relief, but there is always the
Murray.
Profit, of course, is an always In Kentucky. It is estimated that basis for highly improved PISCES
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business,
present motive in
the sale of veal and cull dairy future planning. Don't stymie
You should feel optimistic
but the benefit to the public in animals amounted to about yourself through outmoded
and this fact alone will
many, many instances, is $45,000,000. In other words, ideas, methods. Be progressive. now,
make it easier to induce others
major
much more important
dairying is our third
GEMINI
to go along with you. But be
Business activity in the source of farm income in I May 22 to June 21)
willing to listen to their ideas,
New opportunities indicated too.
Kentucky.
Newt Set Long tasting R•lier
Nationally, Kentucky ranks in many fields—but especially
YOU BORN TODAY are
12th in total milk production. where monetary interests are endowed with great inner
We have some 4,000 dairymen concerned. A splendid time for strength and a sense of stability
who produce Grade A milk and consolidating your position in often lacking in many others
9,500 farmers who this respect
another
born under Gemini. You are
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with them and on his way to
high adventure. 5-7.
• Pete's Puzzle by Esther K.
Meeks. A series of clues will
lead the reader along to an exciting venture. 2-4.
The Riddle Of Racism, by S.
('ad Hirsch. An examination of
the race hatreds that have
troubled our nation since its
inception. 7-10.
Rudi And The Distelfink, by
F.N. Monjo. A story describing
one year in the life of a Pennsylvania Dutch farm boy and
his family In 1820 1-4.
Tlie Shark In The Window, by
Keo Felker. Sheldon finds an

On Mother's Lap, by Ann H.
policeman
A new shipment of children's
Fog, by Mildred Lee. A young terworth. A young
Michael learns that
Scott.
but
exciting
an
in
books has been received by the man's final maturation in terms finds himself
lap is a very special
Mother's
6-10.
job.
undercover
Calloway County Library, of both family and friends dangerous
sort of place-it makes room for
by
Salvador,
For
New Boots
Margaret makes a fine story. 7-up.
to
according
everyone. K
Gaston. Salvador
The Four Monkeys, by Lloyd Susan
Trevathan, librarian. New
Only 'Earth And Sky Last
Alexander. A blending of desperately wants a new pair of
books include:
by Nathaniel BenForever,
a
be
can
he
that
so
boots
a
riding
The Adventures of Obadiah, traditional characters into
A
sensitive narrative
chley.
skill
that
by Brinton Turkle. The quaker charmingly spirited modern fine rider but he learns
Indian and
American
the
about
can come without boots. 3-5.
boy, Obadiah. is back with new fable. Pre 5-2.
one boy's growth to manhood. 6by
Rainbow,
The
And
Noah
adventures in an Early
Freedom Eagle, by Bette J.
old story
American seaport town 9-4
Davis. Old Abe, a tamed eagle, Max Bolliger. The age
Penengro, by Hilda Van
for
retold
beautifully
is
Noah
of
of
piece
Balian.
this
Lorna
of
,The Aminal, by
i,s the total point
Stockum. Rory doesn't intend to
should
that
story
a
children
Patrick's description of his new fictionalized history for both
every child's join the gypsies when he runs
"aminal" pet provides his nature and Civil War buffs. 3-7. be a part of
away but soon finds himself
The Great Brain At The heritage. K-4.
friends- 'WitIf- a delightful
Academy, by John Fitzgerald.
mystery. PreS-2.
IN IN •
el In SO le III III III M IN 111
.
in IN
Babar Visits Another Planet, Tom's great brain never falters.
On IN IN MI NI MI III MI
a•
by Laurent de Brunhoff. Ever- His rollicking adventures when
I ••••
popular Babar returns in he goes away to a strict •• II ••
1111.• III
another excitement filled ad- academy for boys makes for
hilarious reading. 4-7
venture. PreS-2.
;IIIIIIII
How I Went Shopping And
Big Iron, by Margaret and
1.
•IIIII•111
George Ogan. Lots of action in What I Got, by Eleanor Clymer.
•'
6...=
IN
•
II
I - Ill ••
us a
this story :of stock car racing. A wild and unauthorized
mi ,1011111•111
shopping trip climaxes Judy's
Jr. H.S.
•I III IL.sr-im - 11 •• lor-is um II OLP II
r •• II •
- -- -- - -- - - --.
The Big Push, by Betty attempts to find her place in her
Baker. Life in the 1-12pi Indian family. 4-6.
Indians of the Southeast:
tribe is the basis of this
beautifully moving story. 1-3. Then and Now, by Jesse Burt.
examination of the
The Biggest Fish In The Sea, An
by Dahlov Ipcar. A small boy American Indian's history and
catches the biggest fish in the the event that brought him to
sea. The predicament that his present state in American
follows is fun-reading for young society. 6-up.
children. K-3.
Is This A Baby Dinosaur?, by
Cathy Uncovers A Secret, by Millicent Selsam. Children will
Catherine Wooley. How Cathy enjoy finding answers to these
uncovers an elusive secret, with science picture-puzzles. K-3.
by
the only clue a bird's shiny
The Knee-High Man,
feather wedged in an antique Julius Lester. An exceptionally
Highway 641 MURRAY,K1.
writing desk, creates a fine collection of Black
stimulating mystery for young American folk tales. 7-up.
readers. 4-6.
The Last Lap, by William
Dateline: Talladega, by W.E. Gault. Stock car racing
to
plans
Butterworth. Morgan's
provides the excitement in this
become a lawyer are somewhat story of a young man growing to
sidetracked when he tries his maturity. 5-9.
Choice of medium, soft or
hand at reporting automobile
Listen, Children, Listen, by
hard bristles.,
races. 5-9.
Myra Cohn Livingston. A
encyclopedia Brown Shows beginning collection of poetry
The Way, by Donald Sobol. especially designed to introduce
Reg. 69'
Choice of Regular or Super
Sherlock Holmes in sneakers this medium to young children.
strikes again in a new series of 2-4.
adventures. 3-5.
Reg. 53'
The Meeting Post. by Lee
Fast-Slow, High-Low, by
of
story
A
pleasant
Kingman.
Peter Spier. The concepts of
opposites is taught in this ex- family love set in Lapland. 3-5.
The Mystery Of The Singing
cellent explanatory book for
Serpent.
young people. PreS-2.
The Mystery Of the Shrinking
The Fastest Quitter In Town,
by Phyllis Green. This sensitive House. Two new entries in the
For relief of backache headache, muscular
Story tells about a boy who, Alfred Hitchcock mystery
aches
InThree
the
through love for his grand- series starring
Sole
father, leans the importance of vestigators. 5-7.
Reg. 51.15
The Nare, by W.E. Butnot quitting on yourself 1-3
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r ..,•,..
.or•
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1•

unhatched egg on the beach and
takes it home with unexpected
results. 4-6.
Simon Boom Gives A Wedding, by Yuri Suhl. In planning
a wedding, Simon has some
difficulty in deciding on the
proper refreshments and his
final choice is both refreshing
and unusual. PreS-3.
Sir Gawain And The Loathly
Damsel, by Joanna Troughton.
Sir Gawain rescues King Arthur
and finds himself with an
unusual prize. 1-4.
Snail And Caterpillar, by
Helen Piers. A nature story
illustrating the relationships

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

MI

existing between the creatures cameras and the aspects of
good photography. 6-10.
found in nature. 2-4.
The Warrior Goddess, by
Sock Craft, by Helen R.
Sattler. This imaginative book Doris Gates. An intriguing look
contains 47 different ways to use at one of the major characters
discarded - or new socks. All in the exciting world of Greek
mythology. 4-7.
ages.
You Bet Your Boots, I Can, by
Titus In Trouble, by James
Reeves. Titus has a very dif- Jessie Hosford. A chronicle of a
ficult time achieving his young girl's teen years set
greatest desire-to go to sea. 9- against the background of
western Nebraska in its early
up.
by William days. 5-9.
Turnabout,
Young Baseball Champions,
Wiesner. This is a first picture
book interpretation of a favorite by Steve Gelman. A look at the
young men whose skill has
Norwegian folk tale. PreS-2.
Understanding Photography, -made them champions early in
by George Sullivan. A guide to their baseball careers. 4-7.
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AUCTION SALE;
furniture and c
June 9, 10:00 a.m.,
at the late Otis W
blacktop, off Hi
Duncan's Market,
10 miles northeast
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University. In
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through Mr. Ow,
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Comet, A-1, shape
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1 1'2
saver. A
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breakfast set, tw
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away beds, ram
Singer treadle se'
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hand and
razor, wash ket
potato skillet, pitt.
scene, hand valanc
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tools, fans, tables,
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over. 10 per cent
with deed. Phone
Wilson 733-7448 for
Detailed announce
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charge 9f sale.
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Low CCC Stocks will affect Crawford said. "Supply and
marketing methods of farmers, demand now dominate prices
which are no longer depressed
Glenn Crawford, Chairman of
by huge government-owned
the local ASCS Committee, said
supluses."
today.
Looking ahead, this condition
Farmers can expect longcan be expected to continue as
term beneficial effects from the
sale of Commodity Credit U. S. farmers continue to
Coporation (CCC) grain stocks, produce for markets at home
and abroad, the county
and they can plan their
marketing operations with this chairman added. Therefore,
farmers everywhere can be
new factor in mind, a local farm
looking ahead now to newer
official said today.
marketing methods - as many
"For the first time in a
quarter of a century, producers have already begun to do in
no longer have huge govern- many sections of the country.
Crawford noted that interest
ment grain stocks hanging over
contracting,.
forward
the market," said Crawford, in
and
farmes of
other
hedging,
Calloway
the
of
etiairman
Agricultural marketing to lock in profits,
County
often before crops are even
-Siabilization and Conservation
(ASC)Committee."This means planted, is increasing across the
that farm prices in the future country."One has only to notice
will more faithfully reflect the the big increase in articles on
Jull of the market." With CCC the subject now appearing in
grain stocks practically out of the farm press to see this," he
added.
the picture, farmers may want
Now is the time for farmers to
to plan their overall marketing
operations accordingly, he get information and make their
own decisions about whether,
added.
Chairman Crawford said that and in what way, to go about
the U. S. Department of locking in the price they need to
Agriculture recently announced pay their expenses and make a
that CCC has sold or marked for profit, the county chairman
special use all of its Corn and suggested. Information is
local and
wheat arid has only small stocks available from
landdealers,
grain
national
of barley, rye and sorghums.
The only grain being held in grant colleges, and frequently
other
sizable quantity in CCC's un- froom bankers and
he
financing,
farm
of
sources
he
committed inventory is oats,
pointed out.
added.
"We can't tell a farmer when
of
movement
Oderly
Avernment-held stocks into or at what price he should see,
commercial channels has been because he is the one who takes
early the risk and stands to lose or
since
progressing
siad.
Crawford
an- gain,"
USDA
when
January
nounced plans to expand sales "However, farmers
of CCC grain, the chairman everywhere are looking at their
said. The deparment pointed various options, and this is the
way it should be."
out then that it has a legal
obligation to supplement short
1:handelier hangup
supplim of private grain, and
LOS .ANGELES
Ance 'Tien over 250 million
You've heard about the
bushels of CCC grain have
housewife who never Sees her
entered the market, he added.
husband be-cause he's hidden
behind a newspaper at the
"This means that anyone who
breakfast table. Horne furwants to buy grain or soybeans
nishing expert. point- 0111 the
bits for these commodities on
same thing can happen with an
Charirnan
the open market,"
4
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EASE FIERY PAIN
of California division, tlic
bark
59c
your
or
IN •ONF, HOUR
chandelier should he 30 to 40
Apply quick-drying T -4.L, strong
inches above the table: On
fungicide, tor.--bariet itch, burn in
sweaty,
for
MINUTES. .Alao fine
higher ceilings the chandelier
Try it for happy relief!
or fc.et
should be even a little higher.,
NOW •t I dealer'. name/

odor•

8-oz. Bottle
Rog. '3.00

THE PHAN
Reg. '1.13

Complete Selection of
Hester Marine

BATTERIES
Featuring Hester's
"BIG RED"
85 Amp.-5-Yr. Warranty- $2499

$2388

80 Amp.-2-Yr.

15-Piece

ASSORTMENT of

COOK SET

LURES

v Coppertone Finish
Set includes
-Aluminum pot with coppertone finish
-Aluminum fry pan with coppertone finish
-Aluminum stew pot with coppertone finish
-Aluminum coffee pot & lid with coppertone finish
-Aluminum plates
-Aluminum salt & pepper shakers with coppertone finish.
-Aluminum detachable handle for pot & skillet

Reg. '7.47

SLEEPING BAG
Co'ernuns
Model No.

-2 bags mate into double bag.
\ -Padded weatherseal
-Boxed corner construction
-Reinforced at all stress points
-Opens fully for airing.
-Unmatched Coleman quality

8122704
Reg. '13.88

weriza CAMP TENT
--Durable 6 oz. high count dry finish dAll
-Arrnoc-Tough DuPont Typar waterproof & Mildew proof
floor
-Comfort cross venelation thru zippered screen door &
screened rear window
-Convenient hang loop in vent
-Easy to erect exterior aluminum frame. Jointed aluminum
canopy poles metal stakes & synthetic guy ropes.
-Base Tx,'
-Weight 20 lbs.
7
-Center Height 5' 4" Reg. $45
Eave Height 3' 10"
s52.50
Eave Square 33"

Complete with 16.4-oz. Bottle.

v 30- Shaft v 3 Speed Forward & Reverse
6 or 12 Volt
6
$

Burns up to 16 Hr.. on a bottle
of fuel!

s 12.97

v Jointed Minnows

Many Mire

Model No. 5280A700

COLEMAN
POLY-LITE

COOLER
10.27

$097

NANCY

WHY
YOL
AR
STANDIr
IN THE
CORNER

TROLLING MOTOR

Model No. 5107-708

Reg.$

v Repalas
Wobblers

Fiat Heads

PFLUEGER M-30

COLEMAN PROPANE

LANTERN

b/

Rog. 67'

* All Batteries are marked at exchange prices.

COLEMAN

v Divers v Poppers

•;6.-or 1/ Volt

1 97

-Popular 14 oz. intermediate
size with handy applicator
--(leans, polishes in one easy
application.
-Fast, easy way to longlasting beauty

LIL' ABNE

HOW DID
'10' RISE
TO BE TN'
HEAD 0'
WAST E.?
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

AUCTION SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SAI.E

NOTICE

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

ONE OF THE BEST BUILT HOMES IN THE COMMUNITY-A practically new 2-t .lroom
frame home that has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting 1,2 baths, double garage,
thermal windows, kitchen appliances, large trees in the yard, plus an additional 2 acres if
desired. Must be seen to be appreciated.

HOLY LAND

COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT-A4proximately 3 acres of land on the Highway 121 ByPass. Within the city limits of Murray.
-

INEXPENSIVELY PRICED 4-bedroom frame home in Holiday Hills, near Cypress Creek.
Newly repainted inside and out. Situated on two shady lots.
EIGHT ACRE TRACT of tendable land, located near Underwood Crossing, approximately
miles Southwest of Hazel.
LARGE THREE BEDROOM FRAME HOME, located at 506 Pine Street. Situated on a
deep lot that has plenty of good garden space.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
NOTICE
•
•
•
•
The Land Fill Hours
•
•
•
7 to
Mon. thru Sat.
•
•••••••••••••••••••••:

APPROXIMATELY 5 ACRES,fenced, sowed down in permanent pasture, has a good stock
pond and a tobacco barn. Blacktop road on the front and a good gravel road on the north
side. Excellent spot for a country home, and has natural gas and city water available.
EXTRA LARGE BRICK AND STUCCO HOME at 901 North 16th Street. Lot size of 169' x 358'
affords an abundance of space for additional building, etc. Zoned for Multi-family or
Fraternity.
of
70 ACRE FARM ON OLD Murray-Concord Road, approximately 8 miles Southeast
Murray. Has 30 acres fenced and sowed down, stock pond, several outbuildings, 2-bedroom
mobile home residence.
NEARING COMPLETION IN LYNViOOD ESTATES SUBDIVISION. Three bedroom brick
home with cedar trim, central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 1 1 2 bath, living room,
family room, kitchen with built-ins, patio, enclosed garage, wooded lot.

COMPLETE VW PARTS

SIX ACRE TRACT OF LAND on US-641 Highway, approximately 5 miles South of Murray
the intersection of Green Plains Road. Ideal for commercial or residential.

Tune Up - 14.95

apartments and mobile homes, all furnished.
RENTAL PROPERTY, consisting of rental
buyer.
qualified
a
for
investment
small
a
on
Excellent return
Extended, on a 100'x250' lot.
30'x60' CLEAN-UP SHOP, located on South 4th Street
addition or an additional building
Location of the building on the lot is suitable for either an
equipment.
can be erected. Asking price $17,000, including tools and
6 miles West of Hazel. Has
40 ACRE FARM, located on State Line Road approximately
at $7,500.
Priced
woods.
in
balance
the
and
land
open
acres
13
barn,
tobacco
Murray. Two bedrooms, living
FRAME DUPLEX,located on Maple Street, near downtown
be a moneymaker.
room,kitchen and bath on each side. Full price only $7,500. Can
ENT TYPE LAND, located on Highway
APPROXIMATELY 10 ACRES OF DEVELOPM
trees on each end and road frontage on 3
Has
121, approximately 7 miles West of Murray.
sides.
near downtown Murray
BRICK CLEAN-UP SHOP with an apartment upstairs. Located
bath.
and
bedrooms
2
has
Apartment
property.
and should make good rental

iN

4%C..

THE PHANTOM

in Panorama Shores Subdivision.
WE STILL HAVE A FEW GOOD LOTS remaining unsold
each.
$1,600
as
low
Priced as
are now under construction in Fairview
SEVERAL NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOMES
one ot these homes tailored to your preferenAcres Subdivision. If you would like to have
them.
about
ces, now is the time to see
Lynnwood Estates, Fairview
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING LOTS IN Meadow Green Acres,
Pine Bluff Shores, Rolling
Shores,
Keniana
Shores.
Lakeway
Shores,
Acres, Panorama
of any existing suboutside
county
the
of
parts
various
Acres Subdivision, plus sites in
division.

When You're
Laid Up...

VOW IS
n. GEVIL:7

AIC•Cf

doors both front and rear, good
50.x80' METAL BUILDING with a concrete floor, overhead
Bunny Bread building.
the
near
80'x169'
an
on
Located
restroom.
sized office space and

%Mar

NOT A PL.WANT PLACE-- NO
wONDER -OPLE STAYED AWAY-BUT WHAT ABOUT THE VAMPIRES?

THE IRC*I BOOT
--THE Victims
FOOT WAS Pio'
INSIDE AND
THEN -UGH--

at

r

THE BUG DOCTOR

71E PACI:1--ERE v/C1W5
NEKE sTRETCHED-%.

REAL ESTATE. FOR SALE
tiMIA -

Come With Us To The Holy Land
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
AUCTION SALE; real estate, AUCTION SALE, every Friday
of
downpour
a
unless
9, 1:00 p.m.
furniture and car, Saturday, night at 641 Auction House, in
rain, 518 South 13th Street,
June 9, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine, Paris, Tenn. This week another
JULY 3-16
Murray, Kentucky. Due to the
it the late Otis Wilson home on truck lbad frOm St. Louis. Air
Birdie
ranean Cruise
Mrs.
Mediter
of
sudden death
blacktop, off Highway 94, at conditioner, range, table, chairs,
Lawson,
Ted
son,
her
Includes:
Lawson
Duncan's Market, approximately chest, dresser, glass, dishes and
administrator of the estate is,
Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Beirut, Syria, and Biblical Cities
plumbing tools. Auctioneers
10 miles northeast of Murray.
the following:
offering
of the Holy Lands.
James
and
Will offer this four room block Shorty McBride-247
house in beautiful location, two E. Travis-278.
New and like new furniture, the
13 DAY JET CRUISE - $999.00
ITC best and a house full of it. I doubt
outbuildings, PI acres rich
Space limited
garden land, other wooded area AUCTION SALE, Saturday, if human flesh has touched either
CALI. MRS. GEORGE HART-753-1602
with deep valley. Near churches, June 9. 10:00 a.m.,,2 mile west of of the bedroom suites, unless,
stores and Kentucky Lake,school Lynn Grove on Highway 94. This when putting on covers. Recliner,
bus. Driving distance to is another good all day auction straight and rocking chairs, nice k••••••••••••••••••••lb
University. In good neigh- sale of real nice merchandise. living room couch, long and other
borhood. This property sells We have three large lots of glass tables, cabinet sewing machine,
through Mr. Owen Billington, and china left over from last automatic washer, metal dish
For the Citizens of Murray and
agent, weeks sale. We also have lots of cabinet, TN., extra large deep
Strout Real Estate
Calloway County • ..
Center, nice furniture and appliances for freeze, dinette set, Sarnpsonite
Shopping
Belaire
Murray, Kentucky at 12:00 noon. sale.
Mr. Charles Thompson card table, any and all kinds of
from Benton, Ky., Ky., who was dishes including ox yoke china
Will Be From
•
Also will sell 1965 Mercury in the saw mill business for many pattern, best cooking utensils,
Comet, A-1, shape mechanically, years has become disabled to cast iron corn stick piece, 50
•
7
oil changed regularly. A gas work and is allowing us to haul piece set 1847 Roger Brothers
•
•
old several buildings of good tools silver, picture frames large and
year
1 L2
saver. A
with
shelf
small
refrigerator, bedroom suite, and equipment for this sale. He small, some old,
breakfast set, two TV's-one has also sold some rental bevel mirror over it, coffee
portable, studio couch, like new property, leaving him with some maker, with set and serving tray.
covers, nice appliances and furniture. Water pitcher and 10 glasses,
sheets,
bedding,
NEW STOCK
Irish
amber,
blankets, mattresses, L2 and roll They will be in this sale. One of I colored
away beds, round shag rug, our leading.T.V. and appliance depression pitcher, several
Singer treadle sewing machine, dealers has overstocked on small pressed glass items, nice
two washers,-one automatic, radios and appliances and we will plaques, Japanese china and
electric clippers, be selling a large number of them brass pieces, ice kit, table and
hand and
POINTS-PLUGS-CONDENSER
razor, wash kettle, covered at this auction. These are some pole lamps, over 40 pieces of odd
potato skillet, pictures, 1 harvest nice AM-FM radios and and scarce items, no junk. Also
High Performance Specialist
scene, hand valances, rind rock, 8 numerous other items that are will offer 1972 Chevrolet Chevelle
16,000
sedan,
door
four
Malibu
gallon jar, hand saws, small brand new. Also there will be
tools, fans, tables, cabinet radio. numerous items of antique miles. If you want the best, you
Hours: 8-6
Ph. 753-0?.23
Corner of N. 4th & Pine
furniture plus lots of good must attend this sale
-1111111111111116\
Go by, see this 'property or collector's items.
Detailed announcement day of
.come early to look and walk it This will be another real good
CATTLE
ATTENTION
WANTED
over. 10 per cent down, balance sale, so be present. For in- sale. Douglas Shoemaker in
Breeders: A new service is
BOWLERS...
with deed. Phone Mr. Relmon formation call Chester & Miller charge of sale.
available in Calloway County.
to bowl in cool, comWilson 753-7448 for information. Auction Service, 435-4042 Lynn City of Murray license number
Curtiss Breeding Service is proud
fortable, completely
Detailed announcements day of Grove. Licensed and bonded in 406. Phone 753-3375. For further
to announce that Keith Letredecorated lanes.
sale. Douglas Shoemaker in Kentucky and Tennessee. "It information phone Ted Lawson,
terman is their Distributor for
J8C
J8C Pays To Sell The Chester-Miller 753-1742, Murray,Ky.
charge of sale.
the Calloway County area. ArCORVETTE LANES
Way."
tificial Breeding Service is
J8C.
available along with many cattle
E
BLONDI
supplies. All dairy and beef
IF
"
I
4-4AvE
0
I'm NOT SURE
breeds are available, including
BEEN ON MY TOES
BETTER GIVE ME
COuLO vE SOLO 1-4E2 "
OWE OF
the exotics. Regular Breeding
A FILTER
EAC H
Fee is $8.00 for the first service,
-no FILTER FILTERS
with two repeats. This includes
Simmental. Call Mr. Letterman,
at 753-0150, to discuss your
breeding porgram.
Yourself Artificial Insemination
instructions and supplies are
available. Eat beef, drink milk,
and breed your cows to CurJ13C
tiss.
it

DEvit„ THIS IS AN
OLD TCRTuRE DEVICE CALLED AN
WERE
cT
IRON mAsOE_N-- ouAS
PUT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

75C:11916

MOBILE HOME LOTS available in various parts of the

county.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

46)
Yaq
4-4 run,
BEATLE BAILEY
NEY! TNE CIZO55R0606
CsicKEN COOP 4LAG A
gPECIAL.: ALL YOU CAN
FOR $1.941

NOT APPL•f TO
56T, 5NORKEi..'

Ronnie Ross_ _
NOTICE

210 E. Main
753-0489

0
r1
4
;
•

41.4

s

BOAT SLIPS available at Pirates
Cove Marina on Jonathan Creek.
Fishing and boating supplies.
Highway 80 between Hardin and
J9C
Aurora. Phone 354-6472.

NANCY
I'LL JOIN YOU --- I GOT
A TRAFFIC TICKET
TODAY

I'M PUNISHING
I GOT
MYSELF
A BAD REPORT
CARD
TODAY

WHY
AR O YOU
STANDING
IN THE
CORNER?

10\

tot
4110400.
111;.\\i4414

,
*

LIU ABNER
DID
.-40W
6
YO'RISE
TO BE TH'
HEAD 0'

OUR
PuRRoE
I'S 10
INSPIRE
BUMS.'

WAS,T E •?

-AND I HAD
AS YEARS"
EXPERIEWE.

S•

AT
INISPIRN'
54.JNAS

3.

1111

air

.7„
or

,

f
'.7

'v.v....a..
•
.011111.y...m.
0

Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

The bolls keep co ming .n. See
your ME A Insurance agent
about Health insurance

s* TI415 OFFER DOES

READ T)-1.E FINE
PRINT BELOW

-

p•s”••*.

J.J.IF

Phone 753-7333 .

- 4th & Maple Streets

ort REN1

FURNISHED APARTMENT
USED TOUCH & sew model 600 E with L shaped !king room, one
in new cabinet. Was number one bedroom', two large closets, bath,
model when new. Total price hail, kitchen built-in, wall to wall
$175.00, tax included. Murray carpet, air conditioning. AdSewing Center, headquarters for joining college at 1303 Chestnut.
Singer in the Belaire Shopping Good furniture. Phone 753J8C 8648.
Center.
J8C

OR RENT
FIVE ROOM furnished house.
two blocks from town. Phone 7532748 after 5:00 p.m.
FURNISHED HOUSE, near
university. Boys or girls. Phone
J7C
753-7575, or 753-0669.

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
FURNISHED FOUR room apartment with stove, air condrapes.
Couple
THE person who apartment, carpeted, air con- ditioner,
COLLEGE -WOULD
KIDDVE
the tire and frim from ditioned. No pets and couples preferred. Available July 1
removed
for
Days Nursery has opening
Phone 753-7457 after 5:30 p.m. J8(:
311 South 8th Street please only. Phone 753-3323 after
children ages 1-5. Phone 753J13C
asked. 5:00.
return. No questions
J9C
8552.
Small reward offered. Phone 7
EXTRA NICE furnished one
J8C TWO BEDROOM unfurnished bedroom apartment, air con8553.
house with full basement and ditioned and lots of cabinets, two
garage. Adults only. $110.00 per big closets. Located next to White
FOR RENT
month. Available July 1. Phone Hall, adjoing University campus.
.I7P Couples only, no pets. Phone 753753-3779.
ONE BEDROOM furnishes
J9C
3805.
I
apartment, air conditioned. FURNISHED THREE bedroom
Partial utilities paid. No pets apartment, living room, kitchen
duplex.
Married couples only. Phone 753- and bath. Utilities paid except TWO BEDROOM brick
JI1C gas. Would prefer three male carpeted, and air conditioning,
9741.
895.00 per
J7C deposit required.
students. Phone 753-3143.
month. Phone 753-5421 after 5:00
THREE BEDROOM brick, unJ11C
p.m.
furnished and air conditioned. 242
per
month.
Covey Drive VOA
NICE CLEAN two bedroom
One 12'x55'
Available June 9. Phone 753-0312 mobile home, air conditioned, TWO TRAILERS.
J7C large private front yard. Phone and one 10'x42'. Air conditioned.
after 4:00p.m.
Phone 753-3895
.111C Near university.
753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
J7C
or 753-3482.
with
This is furniture
ONE BEDROOM furnished FOUR BEDROOM house
lot, 405 FURNISHED APARTMENTS
apartment, air conditioned. two baths, on large
in the year 2022.
month. living room, kitchen, bathroom
Phone 753-4091 05131.1294; -41ac North 7th. $150.00 per
_ J_LIC and shower and bath.One.or two
Phone
The WarOf
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartFOUR ROOM furnished apartin ments, South 16th Street, 753ment,couples preferred. Private. TRAILER FOR rent. Apply
SOYLENT GREEN
June 15C ,
,
Nice quiet neighborhood. Phone .person 413 Sycamore. Dilt's. 6609.
J7C
JI1C Trailer Court. _
753-4591

MM.
EN

ISMINENIMISITEM

'
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i __,,,i6sHop THE WANT ADS

• 753
•
•••••••
FOR RENT

••• •••••
LEGAL NOTICE

FURNISHED OR unfurnished
apartment, two bedrooms, fully
carpeted. Available now Phone
753-433k
June 12C

•••••••••

••••••••

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Public
Transportation

$50,000.00

Health

$30,000.00

Education

215,000.00

Transportation

$21,692.00

$2,000.00

Total Planned
Operating-Maintenance
Expenditures

$82,000.00
TOTAL

Public Safety
Recreation
Culture
Total Planned
Capital Expenditures

$5,000.00

$66,692.00

614092

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
AUTOS FOR SALE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
m

Phone 753-4342

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753-4910
753-8958
C. Bailey Hendricks.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
a
•
•
•
•

753-1607
753-7638

100 Hours A Day!

$25,000.00

The Court will hold Public Hearing Thursday, June 14,
at 7:30 on these plans.

rwo

•
U
•
•
•
•

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

MUSIC

REM ESTATE t OR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TUCKER REALTORS

Court Room, 7:30 - Thursday, June 14

UNFURNISHED FOUR rooms
and bath at New Concord, air
conditioner, electric stove and
water furnished. This is an upstairs apartment with 2 car
garage and yard. Phone 4365353.
J8C

BEDROOM furnished
apartment, ks block from college.
150 00 per month. Phone 7535074.
J9P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Nobody Knows Murray and Callaway County LIMO

The Fiscal Court of Calloway County plans to spend the first half of 1973
Revenue Sharing Funds on the following programs:

TWO BEDROOM trailer, air
conditioned. Four miles north of
Murray $85.00 per. month.
Couples preferred.. Phone, 7531790.
J9C

•

County Revenue Sharing

Environmental
Protection

•
•

LOOKING AHEAD!!

TWO BEDROOM duplex, 1716
Wells Extended with stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner.
$125.00 per month, with $50.00
deposit. Inquire at 1714 Wells
Extended.
J13C

PAGE THIRTEEN
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PUBLIC HEARING

SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
furnished, private entrance, air
conditioned,
refrigerator:
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th. Phone 753-6609.
June 12C

•_

-1- THURSDAY-JUNE 7, 1273

••••00••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••00000000000000000000000000
• 411............•

That's what you get when you put Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, to work selling your home
property. Five full time salespeople work 24 hours each day day to sell your home or
property. Let us sell your property for you!
HOMES

HOMES

SOCIAL SECURITY BOOSTER-Live on the main floor and
rent the upstairs of this home at 101 North 17th Street. Upstairs could be apartment for young couple with private
entrance or rooms for students. Home has full basement too.
At $17,500 why let someone else buy it?

ESCAPE.... The cares of the Work-a-day world in this 3
bedroom brick home located in the Harris Grove community.
Immediate occupancy.

BALDWIN PIANOS
Rent to purchase p
Piano Company,
Post Office, Paris, T
USED BLADWIN or
grand piano, con
Lonardo Piano Co
from Post Office,
nessee.
PIANO TUNING
Jerry Cain, 753-871
craftsman Piano
Guild.
PIANO
TUNIN
rebuilding.
Pro
service. 15 years
Rebuilt pianos for
Dyer, Murray, Ken
753-8911.
CARD OF
We the family
Salmon would like
sincere thanks to
flowers, cards and f
thanks to McEv
Home, the choi
ministers. ALso a
to all our relatives.
May God bles
everyone.
The Family

PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given by the
R-E-E-E-L-A-A-X On your shady lot at 1635
Catalina. 3
Planning Commission for the
bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen-den conbination,
FOR SALE
LET
HER
large concerete
CALL
SWEETH
YOU
EART
when
take
you
her to
1968 Buick LeSabre
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
driveway,
patio and nice back yard. see this delightful home at 206 North 13th Street. Ideal
sedan One owner, locally
hold a public hearing on June 19,
BUSINESS OP
purchased Air conditioned,
location for university professor. It has 3 bedrooms, two
1973, at 7:30 p.m. at City Hall.
power steering and brakes
CITY HOME for $10,500.00 on South 10th Street Bring your
baths
fireplace.
and
A
high
quality
home,
only
$26,800.
Body condition perfect inside
Just
The purpose of this meeting is
LINGL CORP.
hammer and paint brush needs fixin but still a bargain.
THREE ROOM apartment, extra ,GTO-1967. Good condition. See
and out Allen Rose, 1603
call and we'll show you your new home!
to conduct a public hearing on
beginner electric'
Keeneland
nice. Air conditioner, fireplace. at Mayhan Apartments number 8
proposal to rezone the following
to travel to Ge
J7P
Heat and water furnished. Ex- c'r FM /lain StreetGRANDMA'S TIRED-SO WHY NOT get rid of that big, oldCOUNTRY HOME.IN TRI CITY on corner lot. Excellent
CADILLAC-1947, four door described area in the City of
tensive 2 year tra'
cellent location. One block from
location
fashioned
for
time
,
consumin
small
burn&
home?
g
Give
with
living area comoined. Can be
her a chance to
sedan, 58,000 miles, immaculate. Murray, Kentucky, from R-2
Upon returning
hospital and downtown area.
relax in this nice. bright 3 bedroom home with attached
EDSEL-1958. 1965 Chevrolet
car included. Phone 437- Residential District to R-4
in
Immediate possession. $95.00 per pickup.
carport at 507 Whitnell Ave. It's only $17,500. See it today.
$700.00. 1965 Corvette 4314 after 5:00 p.m.
J7C Residential District.
throughout the Uni
QUIT fWl
month. Phone 753-0176 or 753- body
orSoHl
niN
y ,$99°°
G0
, .M
FIS
. HIN! You can with this
Phone 753-0561 after 6:00
house in
Beginning at a point 1100 feet
Canada. Apply in
0472.
excellent
J9C p.m.
condition
7
ACRES
located
-TWO
HOUSES,
at 410 South 6th. Owner's ready
barn, garage apartment, all in
J7C CORVETTE-1968 Coupe, four south of the southwest into
Belger, Box 1059,
sell.
city limits, zoned for business. Excellent for business or
speed. Phone 753-2493.
J7C tersection of a 15 feet Alley and
38242.
MOBILE HOME 10'x55', with air
.,gentleman farmer wanting close to town. Call for more inNEW CONCORD HOME reasonably priced for under
Poplar Street located between
conditioner. On private lot three OLDSMOB
formation and appointment immediately.
ILE-1968-442, one IMPALA SS-1966, 396, four South 15th. Street and
$14,000.00. Completely remodeled, cleaned to perfection
INSURANCES
South 16th.
miles from Murray. Phone 753- °Trier
local car with automatic,' speed, power steering, power Street; thence
Ideal if you want near the lake.
two men o
Need
south
659.61
DEXTER
1353 after 4:00p.m.
HOME
feet
J9P air and power. Phone
to
in excellent condition perfect for the couple
753brakes, mag wheels. $400.00. a point; thence west 180.06
your area to
•
wanting
in
the
feet
to
country,
with
convience
s
of
the
4923.
city. See it to
J11P Phone 4362253.
service our pre
JIIC a point; thence north 650.42 feet
appreciate only $16,500.00.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, with air
SMALL TRACTS
full or part t
to a point; thence east 180 feet to
•
conditioner, carpeting and
•
mission plus r
THE ADDREkS GIVES IT AWAY here's an outstandi
washer. Couples preferred. TORINO-1971 two door hardtop, VOLLSWAGON BEETLE-1973, point of beginning.
ng
17 ACRES ON OLD 641 North right across from WNBS Radios
bonus. For full
home in Canterbury. Truly...a scarbt after neighborhood
Phone 753-7920.
J9C parer and air, 28,000 miles. In excellent condition, less than All interested parties are
tower. All tillable and just outside the city limits. $16,000.00. I
,
and personal
Excellent condition. Phone 489- 4,000 miles. Moving, must sell. cardially invited to attend this • There are three separate entertaining areas plus an open 2
write to or pho
• story foyer. Double car garage, well landscaped. 5 bedroom.
TWO APARTMENTS. One nicely 2826 after 5:00p.m.
•
J11C Just take over payments. Phone public hearing.
SOUTH OF TRI-CITY, 3 acres that are
•
Mr. John
profession
ally
Murray
Planning
a
3
Commissi
baths, absolutely "super" kitchen.
on
furnished, air conditioned. $50.00
753-7897
J8C
landscaped. Blacktop highway frontage. $3,900.00.
•
Pyramid
•
Robert E. Moyer, Commission •
per month. One unfurnished. CHEVROLET
PICKUP-1963,
•
Box
Phone 436-2322 or 436-2427. J13C six cylinder, straight shift. Phone NOVA SS-1972, excellent con-Chairrnan.
lit •
• MODEST PRICE BUT COMFORTABLE living on Irvan.
81
/
2 ACRES JUST SOUTH OF West Fork Church
Fulton,
It
near
Stella.
753-8494.
• Large den, 2 spacious bedrooms, kitchen. livingroom with
J12C dition, 14,000 miles. Priced to sell
Ideal for a country home and garden and a
a
WANTED TO BUY
Phone 4
horse. Only
• shag carpet all for $12,250.00. Call for an appointment today.
HELP WANTED
quickly. Phone 755-3777 after 5:00
99,100.00.
•
p.m.
J8C WANT TO BUY good used •
•
•
OPENINGS FOR two ambitious CHEVROLET
IMPALA-1967
upright piano. Cheap. Phone 753- • TICK TICK. TICK Don't let time pass you by! Spend it in
SERVICES 0
FARM
•
Ladies for special work. One full Super Sport, 327, automatic. CHEVROLET IMPALA-1968, 0889.
U
• this large 3-bedroom, 11
/
2 bath ranch. Oversized lot 11
J6NC •
/
2
•
time, one part time. 3 to 6 hours Phone 753-8259.
J12P two door hardtop, V8 automatic
WILL DO trash
• acres ) of the most gorgeous trees. Large living room. bright
40 ACRES - 30 tillable no buildings, just land. Just a short •
per day, five days per week.
it
with power and new tires. Sharp WANT TO BUY dark fired plant •
hauling. Reasonab
a and gay dining room, double attahcecl garage. breezway. Let
distance west of Lynn Grove. And it is only $11,000.
Excellent income. Call 753-8970,
car. $995.00. Also 1968 Plymouth bed. Phone 753,3921 or 436753-6130.
•
us show you this home 2 miles from Murray. Priced in the low
FOR LEASE
between 2:00 and 500 for apSatellite two door hardtop, 383 2405.
• 30's.
J7C •
pointment.
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL on this 30 acre tree farm near
J7NC THREE BEDROOM brick near engine, automatic with power
WILL STAY with
•
university, large family room and air. $550.00. 1967 Chevrolet
•
Kentucky Lake. Build your own place, watch your own birds.
days, five day
DREAMS ARE FREE - so take an old fashioned Sunday
WANT
TO
BUY
used
furniture,
fireplace, carpeting, air Impala two door hardtop, V8
Do your thing! His only $8,500.00.
perienced. Phone
WANTED ASSISTANT manager with
drive out to see this delightful home in Stella. Large
conditioning, dishwasher and automatic with power and air, any condition, no appliances.
lot.
for service station. Must be
double
car
Phone
garage
753-8371
2-family rooms, 1 excellent for pool table,
J16C
range. $160.00 per month. $495.00. Can be seen at Almo,
mechanically inclined. Good
large private patio. All rooms are large. Watch for
FREE ESTIMA
LOTS
Available July 1. Phone 753-4598 Glenn Starks, phone 753Tucker
wages. Johnson's Arco,607 North
sign.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
installation. P
after 5:00p.m.
J12C
2753.
J12C
16th.
J7C
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
OAKDALE, Farmer, North 17th street. Kingswood,
CONTENTMENT FOR SALE! This homey, restful - home
CARPETS PRO
SherTOYOTA 1967 Corona deluxe, fireplugs. Extra large. High and
WANTED TO RENT
wood Forest, Tri-City, Stella, Lakeway Shores Highland Oaks. 3 Bedrooms and is well kept. If you are
in
steam cleaned.
Kentucky
MALE HELP wanted for Scot-{
four door. Real good car. Phone dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
looking for real country pleasure this is it.
Lake Development Corporation. Coldwater
Master 489-2504.
tie's Clean Up Shop, Lynn Grove WANT TO RENT
and Pine Bluff
June 28C
J9C Sam Harris 753-8061.
s small un- 4364427'
Shores.
Highway, three miles from furnished apartment
, in quiet
icELLY'S TE
SMALL COZY AND COMFORTABLE in the Tri City area, 2
Murray. Phone 753-0127.
J7P location for elderly lady. phone CHEVROLET BUS-1963, 6 THREE BEDROOM house
on
bedroom home perfect for the retired couple wanting a
Control, phone
753_5945 after 5:00 p.rn,
nic cylinder, 54 passenger. See on lot double
INCOME PRODUCING
lot with storage building,
13th Street, "E
country atmosphere. Nice lot with plenty of shade.
WOMAN TO do telephone
behind Memorial Baptist Church. fruit trees and garden
space
delay lets bugs
solicitation. Phone 753-1994. J7C
Phone 753-5750.
_.
J9C 605 Sycamore. Call John
GO FLY A KITE in youf own back yard when you become
the
MARRIED COUPLE needs small
1DOKING FOR AN INVESTMENT FOR TAX
Randolph Realty & Auction
new owner of this brick ranch style home. 3-bedrooms.
PURPOSES'
CLAYTON & J
2
Invest $43,000 in furnished apartments. Build
WANTED LADY to stay with unfurnished house before July 1. DODGE
TRUCK -.-1966, Company,753-8382.
equity, deduct
J9C
baths. Ben Franklin fireplace, large family room and all
Contractors. H
the
Must
good
be
clean,
in
depreciati
Murray,
on.
or automatic wh white 7'x8'
spend $585.00 from rental per month
elderly lady and prepare meals 3
conviences in the kitchen.
commercial.
Located in the heart of Murray's busy area
or 4 days per week. Phone 436- within one mile. Write Tom Funliner camper. Good con- BY
and
completely
eludes starting
OWNER; two wooded lots,
rented for the fall of '73.
=62.
J7C Randall, 203,2 North Main, dition. Phone 492-8637 after 6:00 Sharpe Street,
FOR THE NEWLY MARRIED or retired on limited
dates,and comp
beside park, near
Bowling Green,Ohio 43402. J8C p.m.
income.
J8P schools, 'shopping
North 16th off 121, small house with large 99 x
of materials to
center,
LAKE
429 lot. Appliance's in kitchen stay,for the price of $11,750.00.
university. Phone(606)549like our quality
EXPERIENCED SHORT,order
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
2494.
watin' call Clay
cook, one cook's helper, one
June 18C
SKIING - BOATING - Fishing - Relaxing experienced waitress. Steady
Sunning - Do it all
437-4712.
at Kentucky Lake and enjoy this beautiful
• HAVE A NICE FORF,VER On Holiday Drive - Brand new
A-Frame cabin at
work, best pay in the lake area.
Panorama Shores, too it's ideal for a
•and ready for you. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home was designed
•
Kentucky
summer retreat. The
NEED YARD
*Lake
Lodge
cabin is on a large wooded lot with an
• for those seeking luxury without a lavish price in an area
exceptional view of the
Resaurant, Highway 68 in
work, reasonabl
•
lake. Thre is also a large deck patio for
• that's really nice. Loads of extra's such as carpeting, great
sunning or cookouts
Aurora, Ky. Phone 474-2259. J9C
753-4535 anytime
kitchen, patio 2 car garage and plenty of nice neighbors that
Possession now. Price - 915,000.
•
• love where they live.
WANTED BOYS over 16 for hay
•
• •
EXPERIENCE
•
hauling. Phone 753-8090.
J9C
BUILD YOUR OWN CABIN OR
WAIT WATCHER-End the waiting! Buy this
landscaping, p
HOME - on this choice lot in
excellent
akeway Shores.- You will have a
• rental property at 1700 Miller. Rooms galore - up
spraying and
terrific view from a
•
and down WANTED EXPERIENCED'
A
beautiful, wooded,lakefront lot that
• kitchen - living room. Excellent condition
flower beds. Pho
will give you many years •
painter, steady work. For inof pleasure. It is only $7,800.
•
•
terview phone 753-5287.
•
J13C
ALMO HEIGHTS-Is the location of this excellent listing.
CHECK these ifeatures. 3 bedroom brick, large bath,
dI
LOT IN Rockcastle Shores, one WIDE
WANTED SOMEONE to trim
LOTS (100') on,U.S. 641
Aral
carpet and hardwood floors, carport, and other outNICE
block from Lake Barkley. south,
COMMERCIAL
lot
shrubbery and weeds. Phone 753for new homes, mobile On Kentucky
standing features
Complete with utilities plus an
Lake 100'x200' across the street on the
6722.
J9C
home, or part commercial usage.
north side of Bunny Bread Phone
equipped utility house. Phone 6184 large bedrooms, 2 baths,
Phone
owner,
753-0774.
Lot size of 2 acres, plus 10 acres lying directly behind
J8NC
753-2377
542-3385 or write Mrs. W.W.
large kitchen and living
J9P
property, with good barn.
Beacham, 127 Onstott Ave.
area, breakfast bar,
MOVE TO FLORIDA
THREE
BEDROO
M brick house,
DuQuoin, m.62832.
fireplace, central heat and
J12C
SERVIC
Experienced clean up man
large, well built. Ideal location.
. Commercial building 130 x 40) of masonry construction,
air, boat dock, large patio,
Chevrolet
needed
in
Central
shelves, new windows, roof has been cool-sealed, and
For More
heat
and
air,
two
baths,
REDUCED: 1900 feet frontage on
May be purchased furDealership in Florida.
large lot, lots of closets 3nd builtoutside of building has been painted.
-THE
N
two paved roads with building
nished. Phone 436-5574.
,
r
ins. Must see to appreciat
Good salary, company
e.
sites. Now $6,000. Call John
1½ story frame house p
PROFE
vacation.
benefits, paid
O
Randolph Realty & Auction Phone 753-5623 after 500 p.m. J7C
CLEAN IN
T'HREEE LOTS frontage, two 2 Very sound and newly
Contact David Woods, at
Company 753-8382
redecorated. 2 bedrooms, 0
5
19C
lots
THE
vacant,
Chevrolet
one
Wilson
lot
Jack
has three
dining room and large a
CENTRALIA' AIR conditioned. bedroom frame house,
Carpets,
Entire
.
131114.10*-1
PEST L.ONT'ROL- •
I kitchen. Located in Hazel
Three bedrooms, 2 bathsObit MURRAY-1,601DIFIA-TO-CAMAADB MORE
Walls, Flo
P.O. Box 169
built- property*includes 5 acres and
aaLL alce>arnor _ jot_o_
'InS7 dish*asffir,
INFOhNtAT
IO?il.
everliT
FOR
THE
THAT
best
NUMBER
in,
entire
Augustine
IS
Fla.
pest
753-6434.
outbuIrdi
,
-....-.-- _4
control
St.
tigs. ifil;606.7
garbage
ASK FOR:
$8,250.00. .10E WARREN, I M REEVES, ED JONES, OR
service
.and termite control call disposal, extra nice houses. Call John Randolph Realty & Auction
Phone 904-824-4372
Call.Coll
CLARENCE HICKS..
Superior Exterminating Coch- John Randolph Realty .& Auction :_'.onipany, 753-8382 or Keith Hays 0
"Gary
pany, 753-7266.
'
TFC C.ompany,753-8382
J8C 189-2488.
J9C
Back
•,
Mayne
AUTOS FOR SALE

THREE BEDROOM trailer,
central heat and air, carpeted, MUSTANG FASTBACK-1968,
private lot, near college. Phone 289, three speed double powered.
753-5074.
J9P Price $900.00. Phone 753-6965. J7C

House for Salet

•

•

A

Atorgau, _Z-rellatliatt 8c- (6utto,
LIE

• Phone 492-8170

•

1973

#
THE LEDGER & TIMES -- WiRRAY, KENTUCKY-
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d

7531916 Sell It With A Classified
•
•
•••••

MUSIC
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
18C
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.

SERVICES OFFERED
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
enamel aluminum siding. All
aluminum gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
July 3C
753-8783.

USED BLADW1N organ, Baldwin
grand piano, console piano.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
CLE/ANINGfrom Post Office, Paris, Ten- CARPET
J8C Professional. Commercial or
nessee.
residential at reasonable prices.
Free estimate. Will furnish
PIANO TUNING and Repair. references. Phone Handyman,
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered 7534827.
June 29C
craftsman Piano Technician
Guild.
TFC
Custoo Cleaning &
Floor Care Co.
Benton, Ky.
PIANO
TUNING-Repairrebuilding.
Prompt expert
Ph. 527-9570 & ask for Gary
service. 15 years experience.
or Steve
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone
753-8911.
TFC PAINTING. EXTERIOR, interior. Commercial or residential. All work quality guaranteed.
CARD OF THANKS
For free estimates phone Sam&
Painting
Atkins
We the family of Martin mie
Salmon would like to express our Decorating, Hardin, Ky., 437June 7C
sincere thanks to all who sent 4534.
flowers, cards and food. A special
thanks to McEvoy Funeral
Home, the choir and the
ministers. Also a special thanks
to all our relatives.
May God bless each and
everyone.
1TP
The Family

Call 753-2310

FOR SALE

Another

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

USED FROST free Philco
refrigerator. Phone 753-4867. J8C

Flose-Out Specials;

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications: Call Larry
I.yles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate.

- Meoiing To Nei/ Ideation - •
_- (Behind Tom's Pizza Palace)
To open up our new Western Store alfd-a
new Boot and Shoe_$tore,

ALL TIRES 4 ply polyester cord
and white walls.
B78x13 and 650x13 -$19.50 + state
tax.
E78x14 and 735x14 - $22.50 + state
tax.
F78x14 and 775x14 - $23.50 + state
tax.
G78x14 and 825x14 - $24.50 + state
tax.
H78x 14 and 855x14 - $25.50 + state
tax.
G78x 15 and 825x 15 - $24.50 + state
tax.
6-7
er$ H78115 and 855x15 - $25.50 + state
si
tax.
. s CO,-Ai$m.* Mx Union 76-Hazel Tire Service,
p, imea Ifrown
i9
Hazel, Ky. Phone 492-8708. Price
installation. We do farm
includes
FAR
'BRITISH GOVERNMENIT SCANDALS ARE
service work + truck. We do
A
HAVE
ALWAYS
'THEY
OURS.
SUPERIOR To
make service calls. Hours 6 days,
WOMAN'S ANGLE."
Monday-Saturday 6:30 a.m. 9:30
p.m Thank You.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
J12P

2 STYLES ALL-LEATHER

BOOTS
WORK
Pair • 6" & 8" High
v 100
v Lace-Up Fronts
v Ripple & Crepe Soles
Reg. '16.97$997
Rog. '18.97 $

WESTERN BOOTS:
Reg. 518.97 $ 1 097
Reg. '22.97 $ 1 397
SAFETY TOE WORK

•

or Slippers!
1 397 Shoes
2 $1197

GOLF SHOES

SUEDE BOOTS

'1 397

W

40 BELTS
$ oo
•
SANDALS $350•

97

HAND BAGS
$797

•
•
•
•
*Be Sure to Register for
$75 Boots to be Given
• A way every Monday!
•
Those of you who came in
•
•
size, we took 100 pair of
•
to close-out
•
•

10% OFF on all new
styles of Dingos and
•
All Dress Boots

LACE-UP BOOTS 1

and could not find their
Work Boots off the shelf

vERN0
N'S

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

Bill -Houghton

lot
the
lone
J913

•

SAILBOAT 14', 75 square feet of 1972 CL 100 Honda. Good conReg. 7.97$ 1 897
sail. Motorcycle trailer for 3 dition. Two seater go cart. Phone STEREO-TV, !Madio
J7P consol
s2R479
$
g
year
cycles. Phone Fulton 1-901 479- 492-8644.
J12C
Reason
1413.
old.
CHEVROLET PICKUP bed, for se
t new color T.V.
SOFT GLOVE LEATHER
J6C
$25.00. Lawnboy Tiller, $35.00. Phone 753-5091.
J7C
TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstrong Phone 436-2286
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
for Sears low Price truck tires, first line;
Each
YARD SALE, 509 Poplar, Friday
TOUCH & SEW portable, used. and Saturday,8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
LINGL CORP. has opening for
825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
Tones
Two
D
on
INSTALLE
•
$68.00. Has push button bobbin p.m Small child's dish, two
beginner electrician who is free
900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 + 87.33
1
1
$
Reg.
'29.97
on buttonhole atadd
and
to travel to Germany for inSEAMLESS
small
of
lot
a
$9.10
chairs,
+
$69.95
back
ply
12
ladder
1000x20 Murray Sewing
tachment
tensive 2 year training program.
J9C
Armstrong's best highway tread
ALUMINUM
your Singer dealer. .T7C items
Center,
Upon returning will work as
truck tires;
LADIES
electrician
installation
NG
GUTTERI
1973 YAMAHA 175, 500 miles, 21"
823x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
STRAWBERRIES, PICK your front wheel, new knobbies, front
throughout the United States and
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
J7C
own. Phone 753-8848.
Canada. Apply in writing to Joe
$9.10
+
$76.68
ply
12
and rear, expansion chamber,
1000x20
Office
Sales
Catalog
sears
Belger, Box 1059, Paris, Tenn.
Southside Shopping
super fender, $700.00. Phone 753Armstrong's best traction type
J11C
AsCenter
FORD TRACTOR-1947. In good 7242
38242.
J9P
truck tires;
J7C
condition. Phone 753-1977.
$7.25
+
$65.21
ply
10
825x20
ALMOST NEW washer and
INSURANCE SALESMAN
WILL DISC and break gardens, 900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
LITTLE BOY'S
Need two men or women in
also do bushhogging. Contact 1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. TWO BEAGLES. Must sell im- dryer. Reasonable. Also statues.
me
help
J9P
to
your area
June 7C
Make offer. Phone Phone 753-5074.
Eddie Jones, 753-2547.
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, mediately.
J7C
service our present clients •
7534086.
IIC
-July
Ky.
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
FOR ALL your additionsfull or part time. Commission plus renewals and
remodeling, residential or
ELECTRIC RANGE, full size. In Edison an- conditioners. 10,000
Close Out! $697
commercial. New or old. Free REPOSSESSED AM-FM stereo good condition, $65.00 or best BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00
bonus. For full information
color
TFC console stereo component
and personal Interview
estirnates. Carl 7334123.
offer. Phone 753-0502.
J7C 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
T.V. Terms available. J & B
•
write to or phone:
$28500 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
J9C MEN'S GOLF clubs, Billy Casper Sales, Highway 68, Benton,,
Mr. John W. Isbell
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. Music, 753-7575.
•
TFC
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
June 11(1
Phone Paris, 642-8551.
end, Wilson alum shaft pro set Kentucky,
OLSON RUG, rose, 10'x15' for Complete. Cheap. Phone 753-0916
Box 442
Fulton, Ky. 42041
JERRY'S REFINISHING & $10.00. Alm) two flat irons. Phone after 6:00p.m.
J11(' CORNER LOT on corner of
J9P
Melrose and Belmont 106'x229'.
Phone 472-3325
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles 753-1472 after 5:00 p.m.
Also 1969 Grand Prix Pontiac,
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
bicycle
GIRL'S FIVE speed
•
Corner of 4th
McCoY., owner. ( 502) 492- DUNE BUGGY, metallic green. Excellent condition. Phone 753- loaded. Need to sell. Phone 753Jerry
Murray, Ky.
SERVICES OFFERED
TFC Mag wheels. Must sell, $850.00. If 8528.
8837.
J7C 5273 days ask for Michael BarSycamore
&
nett, or 753-0060 after 6:00
interested phone 753-3734 or 436brush
WILL DO trash and
J13C
Jec
p.m
2348.
NER,
CONDITIO
AIR
trucking,
WORK;
Phone
rates.
BULLDOZER
Reasonable
hauling.
Hours: 1-6 Sunday: 7-6 Mon.-Thur.. 7-9 Fn. & Sat.
$80.00
BTU,
15,000
Westinghouse,
and
dirt
fill
TFC also bank gravel,
753-6130.
••••••••........4
months
•••••
9
•••••
24' PONTOON boat, 75 HP_ Phone 753-5914.
J7C IRISH SE I IER pup,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138„
1962 Pontiac
Also
leather
old,
male.
carpeted,
fully
Johnson,
PICKUP-19M, ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Good CHEVROLET
WILL STAY with eld4y people or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC covered cushion seats. Electric
Tempest, body good $75.00 each. 1972 S1,70 Motorcycle.
65-70
racks,
cattle
ONE
SET
extras. Shari)! Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
many
days, five days a "*eek. ExJ8C condition. Phone 753-0814. J11NC new tires,
teieflex cable steering. Can International pickup, 8' bed. Phone 4364849
start,
ask for Benton Highway. Travel trailer,
753-1688,
or
753-5905
Phone
perienced. Phone 437-4669. 17C WILL DO bushhogging. Rates be seen at Ken Lake boat dock.
J8C, piaci* camper, toppers. We also
Registered Irish setter„.181
Butch McKinney.
very reasonable. Phone 436Call Jerry McCoy 492-8837. months old, partially trained. Hit the Road in the all new '73 15' FIBERGLASS boat with 401
rent campers by the week or
J14C
J13C Also one rubber tired heavy duty
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 5525.
cubic inch Buick inboard motor. CUTLER 71, york and dare seed weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Shasta or Golden Falcon
J7NC soybeans. Broadbent Seed 2303.
J9C
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC JOHN s REPAIR Service.
Phone 753-6628.
Travel Trailers
grain wagon, capacity 150
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and YARD SALE, 304 South 15th, bushels. Phone Sedalia 328Company, Cadiz, Ky, Phone 235Starcraft Tent Campers
EARLY AMERICAN gold couch sir.June9C THREE BEDROOM doubleJ1IP
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY carpentry. Phone 753-5837 days or Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 8275.
also LaPaCo Truck Toppers
J9C
swing set. Phone 753-9385.J8C
items.
and
TFC
Miscellaneous
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
nights.
753-7625
Carpet
Phone
steam cleaned.
24" all aluminum--$200.00
IT'S inexpensive to clean rugs Homes, South Beltline Highway,
TFC
white
GUTTERING,
Master 489-2504.
SEAMLESS
Starch-House
Utility
Buildings HANDMADE QUILTS. Many and upholstery with Blue Lustre.
VA LOANS, no down payment for
Paducah,Ky. Phone 4434150. J9C
to enamel finish, never needs all sizes-- full stock-no different patterns. Phone 753- Rent electric shampooer $1.
KELLY'S TERMITE aria Pest R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality qualified veteran. 12 years
Phone
estimate.
Free
painting.
to
almost
Pointout
on
J8P Kwik-Pik Market, Five
6896.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South work guaranteed. Business and pay. Drive
Gutter foundation required.
J9C variety of pistols. Buy now while
Bridge on Beltline. 753-8487°c 753-8992. Atkins
s.
Check with us before buying
13th Street, "Every day you residential. Free estimates. Clarks River
10C
July
Service,
Murray.
on spot. Bill's
suite,
aLWVtvill NOT be undersold.
ROOM
LIVING
you can still get them at
delay lets bugs have their way." Phone day or night Mayfield 247- Bank financing
piece CAMPER! CAMPERS! A lot full reasonable prices. Country Boy
Six
style.
TFC Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Mediterranean
TFC 7201
Co.
Motor
Gillespie
sir"
H.P.
1-6
Beltline Highway, Paducah, BLACK AND Decker
dining room suite. Five piece of them at pricesyou couldn't Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
-CLAYTON & JARVLS Painting
J9C drill with drill press stand, $10.00.
E. Wood St.
Ky.,443-6150.
suite. believe, starting at $450.00. Full from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
bedroom
master
Contractors. Homes, churches,
Craksrnan 1-5 H.P. ass" drill,
Paris, Tenn.
bedroom
Maple
Refrigerator.
type,fold down and motor homes. and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
incommercial. Free estimate
Phone 901-642-1751
BUCKSKIN SADDLE mare, 7 $5.00. Both excellent condition.
J9C
suite. All 9 months old. Paid New and used. At Bill's Camper Pm.
cludes starting and completion
J8C Hours: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
years old, $275.00. Palomino Phone 753-6625.
$2,000.00, will take best offer. Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
dates,and complete description
dim Fri., Sat. 8 a.m. 'till 2 Must sell by Friday. 900 North Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road, CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
saddle mare, 4 years old, $300.00.
of materials to be used. You will
colt, one year old, HIDE-A-BED, in good con- p.m.
Buckskin
J12C Paducah, Ky Phone collect for and treated fence posts. Murray
18th.
like our quality and prices. Stop
Two saddles. All are very dition, $35.00. Phone 753-5429. J8C
$125.00.
jgc Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Information 443-8150.
watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or
Street.
J9C
J9C
gentle. Phone 753-3501.
21" TELEVISION, black and AKC REGISTERED German
10P
July
437-4712.
Complete Rome
WESTINGHOUSE 30" electric white, Philco console model. shepherd puppies, 6 weeks old.
TV Towers
HONDA 750 chopper, fully
Remodeling
BUDGET PRICED Singer in stove, $20.00. 5 H.P. Otasco Excellent condition. $100.00. Also Phone 753-8351.
J8C
NEED YARD mowed? Quality
& Antennas
chopped. Phone 489-2538.
J8C
outboard motor, $65.00. Phone one twin bed. Phone 753-9511
per
VOA
cabinet.
model
floor
FREE
ESTIMATE
Phone
rates.
work, reasonable
Lowest Prices Ever
J8C before.4:00 p.m.
J9P CONSOLE SPINET piano.
month payments. See now at 436-5570.
J7P
753-4535 anytime.
TV Service Center
AIR
CONDITIONER,
Murray Singer Sewing Center.
Wanted responsible party to
Central Shopping Center
Westinghouse, 15,000 BTU, 220
J9C AKC REGISTERED poodle ANTIQUE OAK roll top desk, assume payment on spinet piano.
753-0961
Phone 753-5865
volt, $85.00.Phone 436-2483. J12C
puppies, 8 weeks old, dewormed. 60", completely restored and Easy terms. Can be seen locally.
EXPERIENCED WORK in
J8P
FOR SALE
Phone 753-6379.
Ave. J9P Write Credit Manager, 2341 East
Dudley
1505
landscaping, planting, pruning,
refinished.
8' OVERHEAD garage door.
MOBILE HOME - 1971
spraying and the making of
Virginia, Evansville, Ind.
rugs have been Richardson. All electric, Early
Phone 753OF
condition.
Good
MILLIONS
gas
range,
Tappan
36"
USED
frost
753FREEZER,
1800
Phone
NEW
brick.
J12C
flower beds. Phone 753-6051. J9C FRIGIDAIRE
47711.
J13C copper. Good condition. Phone 8795. •
4410.
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It American, two bedrooms,
J9C
free, 14 cubic foot; refrigerator;
America's finest. Rent electric complete with light pole. Phone
J8C
753-780
40" gas cooking range-white; 30"
YARD SALE, Thursday and
. $1.00 Big K, Cadiz 502-522-6709, or 502-522CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to
shampooer,
f
o
corner
cirgas
turquoise;
range,
gas
Friday, June 7 and 8,
Jor,
Center.
Pizza
Tom's
behind
location
Shopping
new
Belaire
J7P
J7
completely
350cc,
YAMAHA
1971
1 8793.
21" MOWER BRILIGS & Stratton 13th and Olive.
culating heater; old antique high
new
our
up
open
to
Palace
serviced. Excellent condition. engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. take,
headboard bed with matching
Western Store and a new boot and
Phone 753-0223 or 753dresser; antique spool leg table;
Briggs & Stratton engine with
store. Vernon's corner of 4th
shoe
J8NC power reverse, $147.08. 5 H.P.
8046.
Singer straight needle sewing
. TFC
machine; other items too &Sycamore. Open Sundays
riding mower, Briggs & Stratton
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
753Phone
mention.
to
$258.95. 7 H.P. riding
numerous
engine,
SERVICEMASTER 4548 after 3:30 p.m.
J13C PECKY CYPRESS paneling for rug specialist that adjusts to any mower,Briggi& Stratton engine,"
dens, office and cabins. The carpet. New and used vacuums
For More Than 25 Years
$323.95. 7 H.P mower, electric
J9C for sale.
For demonstration
Cherry's 753-5671.
or
motorcycle,
90
FOR
YAMAHA
start, Briggs & Stratton engine,
1972
--THE NAME
phone Mike Hutchens, your local $399.95. Roby Sales , Highway 68,
will trade for small horse. For
PROFESSIONAL
Kirby distribtitor. 753-0752 or 753- Benton, Ky
June 11C
table with 6 chairs, $25.00.
CLEANING AROUND sale
June 23C
J9P RUNABOUT; 14' Cutter. 50 H.P. 0359.
Phone 753-2327.
THE WORLD
Mercury. Holsclaw trailer;
BACK YARD sale; toys, clothes,
and cover, 6800.00.
Carpets. Furniture,
HOUSE TRAILER, 1972 model, equipment
books, miscellaneous. Thursday
TESTED,
CE
PERFORMAN
$10.00,
your
Garrard
turntable,
WAILS, Floors, or
12'x60', two bedrooms, two baths.
afternoon, 1-7. No early sales. 807
klaine-Anjou,
Simmental,
ACAaggetiscadioge.43-7612:19C
- _ _.„.nritire house!
---rphook7ss.sass-ofter fpoo
kUtO
w--10Me44
-Brow7rSwiss, Sunny TAW Phone'7634731_ J7C
Call.Collect 247-7333
sale.
for
bulls
age
breeding
65o,
Bonneville
Chestnut Street
COUCH: WESTINGHOUSE 1971 TRIUMPH
Farms, Cadiz, Ky., HORSE TRAILER, good con- Gary Kelley
tufo.In good condition. Will sou dual carbureators, low mileage. Broadbent
753-7637 after
call
or
See
dition.
Backusburg Rd.
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235.Phorie 753.
J12C
together ..,or separately. Phone Gn'wlee-.Sidifinii
June 9C 5.30 p.m .
Mayfield, Ky.
• J9P 15170.
J9C 4066.
436-5885
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Laird Enters Nixon Ranks Mrs. Paschall Board Of Education Orders
To Succeed Ehrlichman Passes Away Study On Quality Of Schools
On
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
new man in the White House is
said to believe that Richard
Nixon at times has to be "protected from his own impulses"
and told no even though he "reacts strongly."
This is the view of Melvin R.
Laird, a deceptively affable
politician with a tough sense of
realism, who is now in the delicate peratiohof psacticing what
he, on occasion, has preached.
Laird came out of retirement
Wednesday to accept appointment as counselor to the President for domestic affairs, with
Cabinet rank. As such, he
becomes the domestic Henry A.
Kissinger and replaces John D.
Ehrlichman, a casualty of
Watergate.
He now has a chance to do
what he has said privately that
Ehrlichman and others failed to
do: say no to the President of
the United States.
A few weeks before his appointment, sources close to
Laird made known his view of
the "White House mentality"
that may have led to Watergate. He was said to feel that
Nixon's top aides were too inexperienced to "protect the
President from his own In-

pulsive on domestic matters.
As secretary of defense, these
sources said, Laird several
times was ordered by the President to fire someone, and
didn't.
"In each case, the secretary
thought the President was
wrong and just sat it out, doing
nothing about the firing, until
the-matter blew over."
On another occasion, these
sources said, Laird was "told
by the White House" tO give
the ailing Penn Central railroad
a direct $300-million loan using
the Defense Production Act as
a "subterfuge." Laird refused
and said the matter should be
taken to Congress.
"Do you mean," a top White
House assistant asked the secretary of defense, that you are
refusing to carry out a direct
order of the President of the
United States?"
"Yes."

Death claimed Mrs. C.D.
I Bessie) Paschall on Wednesday at five p.m. at the
Western
State
Hospital,
Hopkinsville. She was 77 years
of age.
The Hazel area resident was
born April 21, 1896, and was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Wheeler Denham.
Mrs. Paschall is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Ilene Irvan
of Oxnard, California ; two sons,
Charles C.( Buster ) Paschall of
Puryear, Tenn., and Joe D.
Paschall of Memphis, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Polly Guthrie
of Hazel, and Mrs. Bertha Jones
of Murray; nine grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may call
at the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel.

Clarence Kelley Is
Choice As FBI- Head

WASHINGTON (API —
President Nixon announced
today that Kansas City Police
Chief Clarence M. Kelley is his
choice for FBI director,
selected from 27 top candidates.
Posing for photographs in his
Oval Office with Kelley, a former FBI agent, and Atty. Gen.
Elliot L. Richardson, Nixon
said that in searching for a permanent replacement for the
late J. Edgar Hoover. -we finally got don to 27 names."
After Richardson interjected
that there had been a "very exhaustive search" for a new FBI
chief, Nixon said of Kelley, "he
was first on the list."
Mrs. S. Keith : a ) Morris,
While permitting the silverdaughter of Mr
1 Mrs. Ftagon haired Kelley to appear briefly
McDaniel of South 9th Street, before newsmen at the White
Murray, has been appointed as House, Nixon said his nominee
Circuit Court Clerk for would not be able to respond to
Christian County.
questions because he faces SenThe former Murray woman ate confirmation hearings.
was administered the oath of
The Washington Star-News
office at Hopkinsville to become
said the appointment of Kelley
the interim replacement of
will bring a restructuring of the
Durwood T. Walker, Circuit
top level of the FBI by appointCourt Clerk, of Christian
ment of two FBI veterans to
County, who died recently. Mrs.
assistant directorships.
Morris has been a deputy in the
The newspaper said Roy K.
clerk's office for thirteen years.
Moore, special agent in charge
In a news release in the
of the Jackson. Miss., field ofHopkinsville New Era, Mrs.
fice. will head operating diviMorris indicated she would be a
sions such as general incandidate in November when a
vestigative,
special
inspecial election will determine
vestigative and intelligence
who will serve out the final two
while James B. Adams, special
years of Walker's six-year
agent in charge of the FBI field
term.
office in San Antonio, Tex., will
Mrs. Morris' husband is head head "housekeeping" divisions
of data processing at Fort such as training, files and adCampbell. They have one son, ministrative.
Jimmy Morris, of Atlanta, Ga.
The paper quoted sources as
'They got. so carried away,"
-Laird was quoted as saying.
'They could easily have misinterpreted the President in
their zeal and showed incredibly bad judgment in carrying
out what they thought were his
desires."
These sources said that Laird
fed the President was solid and
deliberate in his conduct of foreign affairs but sometimes lin-

Mrs. Morris Named
As Interim Clerk

Weather Still Hitting
Hard At Most Farmers
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
"In a word: it's wet," said
Jim Bell, surveying his 1,300
acre farm near Bloomington,

Wednesday

saying it eventually is planned
that a new post 6f associate director will be established and
filled from within the ranks of
the FBI.
Kelley, who served 21 years
with the FBI before taking over
as police chief in 1961, would
become the second permanent
director in the investigative
agency's history.
J. Edgar Hoover died 13
months ago after running the
FBI for 47 years.
Kelley, a 61-year-old attorney
with a keen interest in computerized law enforcement, has
spent three days consulting
with administration aides here.
Atty. Gen. Elliot I.. Richardson
and a White House liaison officer were introducing him to
congressional leaders Wednesday.
The Senate Judiciary 'GOtiimittee is expected to schedule
confirmation hearings soon.
Kelley was in charge of the
Memphis'FBI office when he
took over his hometown Kansas
City police force after a shakeup in which the previous chief
and other officers were indicted
for corruption.
Robert F.- Kennedy. then the
attorney general. was one of
those who recommended Kelley
to the city's police board.
Among the programs Kelley
is credited with introducing are
Sky Alert, a 24-hour-a-day helicopter patrol; Metro Squad, a
joint city-suburban investigation team, Operation Barrier,
designed to prevent criminal
suspects from escaping across
the Missouri-Kansas border.
and the use of computers to
speed palice response.
The Dick Tracy comparison
was a product of a police department press release which
boasted "Even with two-way
wrist radios and space cars.
Dick Tracy doesn't have much
over the technology-wise Kansas City policesdepariment and
its chief."
Kelley apparently Came to
administration attention last
year when he took a leave of
absence to head the five-man
board supervising security arrangements for the Dernocratic
and Republican national conventions.
His supporters credit him
with reducing crime in Kansas
City: by 25 per cent since 1969,
but black community leaders
were demanding his resignation
following 1968 riots that left six
persons dead. Critics accused
him
of
condoning
indiscriminate use of tear gas.
Kelley last year assigned 10
black officers to full-time recruiting in the black community. The 1,300-man force now
includes 90 black 'officers.

predicted the weather would
have little impact on food
prices, providing there was no
additional flooding.
Francis A. Kutish, an aide to
Paarlberg, said earlier this
"This week we've had 41
/
2 week that the department stood
inches of rain, and the other by its predictions. "Farmers
night there was a gully wash- have pretty well caught up in
their corn planting, although
Bell's problem is common they're a little behind a year
among farmers throughout the ago." he said.
Midwest. First there was the
The department said that, by
Mississippi River flooding; then June 3, about 84 per cent of the
there .were tornadoes and tor- corn crop in the Corn Belt was
rential rains over the Memorial planted, compared with 90 per
Day weekend; now there's cent at the same time last
more rain.
year. Soybean planting was 43
Everyone agrees that plan per centicomplete on June 3,
ting is behind schedule because • compared with 72 per cent last
of the weather. They disagree, year.' Soybeans, which take
however, over whether farmers about 90 days to mature comcan catch up and produce the pared with 120 days for corn,
record. yields the Agriculture can be planted until the middle
Department has predicted and of June, although some farmers
whether there will be any effect claim the yield decreases if the
on food prices.
crop is planted after June 10.
Cotton farmers in Arkansas
Gregory Blaska, a Marshall.
Wis., dairyman, said he has were particularly hard hit by
been unable to plant 10 per cent rain and tornadoes on May 27.
of his 400-acre crop because of Some said they would switch to Federal State Market News
bad weather. He said other soybeans, a plus for the con- Service June 7, 1973
farmers were selling some of sumer since soybeans are used Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report inssludes 8
their cows in expectation of in livestock food.
There were Problems, how- Buying
poor crops.
Stations
ever. The farmers reported Receipts:
Act. 407 Est. 550
"If there is a shortage of feed that soybeans to plant were
supplies as a result of the wet costing them more this year, Barrows & Gilts 75 cents higher
spring, then there definitely are and some said they had already Sows steady to 50 cents higher
going to be higber.prices," said prepared their fields with tsar; US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 38.00-38.50
-US 13 200.250 lbs., 32-75-38-00
JOseph -Wankerl, a dairy farm- -fiCcides for colion and
2-4 240-2,71 TM., 36.75'7 -er from Plain, Wis.
couldn't stitch.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 36.25
Don.:.Paarlberg, director of
•Sows
economics for the U.S. DepartPresident Harry.
Truman US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 32 0033.00
ment of Agriculture, said en carrilly
Vies aierted ari US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 31,00
May 20 `Opt he thought farmers esecative order to Ileverregate US 2-3 450-650
lbs., 30.00
could calkh up on planting and the armed forces.
Boars 27.00-31.00

m.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP, —
The State Board of Education
has ordered a study to see If it
can help eliminate substandard
education in Kentucky, aimed
at both schools that are too
small and are poor in quality.
The board directed its staff to
prepare such a study Wednesday after The Rev, Robert
Brown, a Lexington board
member, said he was surprised
at how few pupils and teachers
there were in some schools in
Kentucky.
"That bugs me," The Rev.
Mr. Brown declared. "There is
no way to slice it so those kids
are getting what they deserve.
"It isn't just the mountain
schools involved," he said, noting that Boone County, where
he was raised, "operates three
rundown schools."
"We're going to end up with a
lot of Protestant parochial
schools that will be just as sorry as some Catholic parochial
schools are," added The Rev
Mr. Brown, who is a Baptist
minister.
Expressirtg the same general
concern, State Supt. of Public
Instruction Lyman Ginger said
also that perhaps the state
board should have more authority to require school districts to
improve. He added that he did
not know that the board could
do more now than it has.
In other business, the board
rejected a petition by the Ashland School Board asking that
it be allowed to annex two parcels of lands that now are in the
Boyd County District on the
south side of tawn. The vote,
taken after a three-hour hearing
on the subject, was 3-2 against
the petitioners.
Officials of the Ashland
School District said the city district was losing pupils and
wanted to annex the new terri-

tory to get more. Some parents
in the area supported the request, saying they had moved
from the city into the outlying
area and were paying tuition to
keep their children in the city
system.
Boyd County school officials
apposed the move, saying the
county district planned to build
some county schools in the area
involved. .
James Melton, assistant State
superintendent for finance and
administration, recommended
the petition be rejected and the
two school systems be merged
into one consolidated district.
On other matters, the board:
—Directed its staff to proceed
with negotiations and plans to
have the state take over Paducah Tilghman Vocational
School and make it into a "true
regional" facility. The staff at
-the school is to be transferred
to the state payroll as of July 1
and a contract is expected to

Mrs. Pattirsson..
i Continued from Page 1)
degree of technology within the
world today?
"Fifty or 60 years ago, I
would have thought the idea of a
man on the moon would have
been insane."
"But space is all around us.
Why not learn about it? We
cannot learn too much about
anything."
The woman who once crossed
the Amazon ma row boat in 1905
has been in all of the states in
America but two. Oregon and
California are her two favorite
states.

She has been in all of the
countries of Asia except those
that are controlled by Russia.
Her 100th birthday was spent
looking at her collection of
photographs, many of which
will be used in her books.
(Coadaued from Page 11
Mrs. Pattirsson is an optimistic person.
of mechanical troubles.
"I try to look at the positive
The reduction in chemical
content of the water is also side of everything. Maybe one
impressive. The system meets whole generation will get on the
all state and federal standards, wrong track but we'll evenHaverstock said. In nearly tually get back on the right
every category, the emissions one."
Her advice to those who are
are comfortably below the state
growing old is simply not to
and federal guidelines.
Three lagoons are used to think about it.
"I never think of my age. I
treat the water, with,as usual, a
back-up lagoon in case of don't do my thinking in years.
problems with one of the others. What good would it do me?"
What does a woman of her age
One of the lagoons receives
the water directly from the thinik about the present fads of
plant, and the other two allow the youth today?
"I've associated with three
"sludge" to settle out of the
water. It is estimated that it will generations and every one had
be as long as 15 years before the a fad of long hair and it didn't
two lagoons fill up with sludge. hurt them a bit," Mrs. PatAs if on cue, a snake swam tirsson said,
"As a matter of fact, they
across one of the lagoons this
morning as the Tappan guests were the ones that were the
viewed the installation, one livliest mentally. We should let
young do their own
which is a credit to Tappan and the
an asset to the entire com- thinking," Mrs. Pattirsson
philosophized.
munity.
Mrs. Pattirsson will remain
at Fern Terrace Lodge for an
indefinite period of time.
After finishing her next book,
she intends to visit Russia to
"gather information for another
book.
•
She lives by the advice she
Funeral services for Kenneth gives to others. Set a goal that
Daryl McKinney, age nine, will you want to build for, attain
be held today at three p.m. at that goal and then set another
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill goal.
For Mrs. Pattirsson , her 102
Funeral Home with Rev.
Charles Simmons officiating. years has been an endless cycle
Pallbearers will be Steven of seeking knowledge.
Durbin, Ted Maggard, John
Youngerman, Jimmy Riclunan,
Cowly Vernon, and Joe
Allbritten.
(Continued from Page
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the to remain in Skylab.
arrangements by the J.H.
While mission control .was
Churchill Funeral Home
confident, the space walker
Young
McKinney
was expressed skepticism as they
pronounced dead on arrival at wrestled with the complex
the Murray-Calloway County procedures in a practice
sesHospital after being struck by
sion inside the workshop
the right rear view mirror of a
Wednesday.
panel truck on the Irvin Cobb
"I'm not convinced it's all goRoad on Tuesday about six p.m. ing to work,- said Conrad, who
The little boy was a third will have the most difficult
grade student of Mrs. Janice role. "I'm not as optimistic
as
Stubblefield of the Faxon you are, but we'll give it a go,"
Elementary School this past he told mission cdritrol.
year. He ,was born December
"Our feeling is we've got
21, 1963, in Hammond, Ind., and about a 50-50 chance to pull it
was the son of Joe McKinney off," said Kerwin.
and Carol Stanley McKinney.
Flight Director Milton WindThe family resides in the ier estimated the chance of resubdivision south of the Elm leasing the wing at "about 75
Grove Church. His father is per cent, maybe higher."
serviceman for Montgomery
Asked the impact on the misWard.
sion if the attempt failed; WindSkirviyors include his parents, ier replied: "It's not a do-or-die
-Mr: so+ Mrs,--.14*-McKinnay,... situatinix.fOr.AYlah, Weri stilt.
two sisters, Valerie and Cheryl able to operate on reduced powMcKinney, and one brother, er, the minimum we'll get out
Jeffrey McKinney, all of of it if we fail is to get a better
Murray Route Six; his grand- handle on what procedures
mother,
Mrs.
Autumn might have to be used by a fuMcKinney of Murray.
ture crew to release the panel.

Tappan .

Rites Today
For Youth

Skylab . . .

Nixon Calls Cabinet
Meeting; New Moves
On Inflation Seen

be ready for board action in
September.
—Approved the sale of 34
acres bt longing to the school
for the deaf at Danville to the
WASHINGTON(AP) — PresDanville School District for an ident Nixon called a Cabinet
undetermined "fair price." 1'he meeting today amid new signs
school district is to build a he is ready to step up the admiddle school and athletic com- ministration's battle against
plex on the land, facilities rising prices.
which the school for the deaf
His economic advisers cut
then will be able to use.
short a trip to Paris Wednesday
---Tabled a - recdfrunendation to hurry back to Washington,
by the Council of Teacher Edu- apparently to work on a new
cation and Certification to add plan to combat inflation.
recreation as a minor in teachAgainst this backdrop, the
er education. Ginger said recre- Labor Department prepared to
ation was not taught as such in release the May report
on
Kentucky now, only physical wholesale prices. It will carry
education was.
more bad news of inflation. One
The board also agreed to take official called the report horup at its September meeting rendous.
several recommendations made
Nixon has been considering a
by the State Advisory Council whole range of anti-inflation opon Vocational Education. lions, including a tightening of
Among those recommendations wage-price controls and new
were:
tax measures.
—To give close scrutiny to
Melvin R. Laird, named as
ways to get more use out of Nixon's new domestic policy
vocational facilities, especially chief Wednesday, disclosed the
during the summer months.
President's plans to meet today
may necessitate ex- with the Cabinet.
perimenting with teachers'
Asked if Nixon would take acschedules, transportation of stu- tion soon against inflation,
dents or even vacation time," Laird said, "I will be making
the council commented. "We some recommendations."
recommend that funds used for
Laird also told reporters that
innovative purposes be used to "those people that are specularemove the obstacles that can ting against the dollar are makbe identified in effecting
change."
—To experiment with the traditional three hours of instructional time for secondary students engaged in programs in
vocational schools.
"We
encourage
experirnentation in shortening the
WASHINGTON (API— The
time to two hours in schools House has voted to boost the
where travel would not be a $1.60 minimum wage to $2 this
negative factor," it said, "If year and $2.20 in 1974 and to
successful, the change would bring government workers and
allow 311-3 per cent more stu- household domestics under the
dents to be served without any law.
additional costs."
The 287-130 vote that sent the
—To give more attention to bill to the Senate Wednesday
developing curricula based on reversed a bitter defeat sufthe competencies of students.
fered last year by the House
"In theory, the open entry - leadership, which has been tryopen exit plan of operation pre- ing since 1970 to increase the
vails in Kentucky," the council minimum wage.
said. "In practice, however it is
The votes of newly elected
quite limited."
members and rural Democrats
—To have local business and who want support later in the
industry leaders put more input session for a farm bill turned
into the planning and eval- the tide in favor of the legislauation of vocational programs tion...
.
the local and regional levels.
The key vote came on a sub—To give more attention to stitute bill backed by Republiexperimentation in the -mod- cans and Southern Democrats
ule" concept in organizing in- which would have stretched out
structional programs.
the proposed increase another

The Pri
Source o
In Murq
Calloway

Member of Assoi

ing a grave error that I think
they will live to regret."
Asked what basis he had to
make such a statement, Laird
said, "I think it will be based upon actions that the President
of the United States will take."
Sources said Nixon has had
*is whole economic program
under intensive review and that
action is expected soon.
One source said the administration is considering tighter
controls in the oil industry..
This may be coupled with a
proposal to raise the federal
gasoline tax by as much as 10
cents a gallon. That tax is now
four cents a gallon.
Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott said he believes the
White House is considering
tighter selective wage-price
controls. This is the whole philosophy of the President's
Phase 3 program, to take selective action in problem areas.
Nixon has been under intense
new pressure to get tough on
inflation. Senate Democrats are
supporting a new freeze on
wages and prices and so is
Rep. Wilbur Mills, chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee.

SCHOLARS
recently awarded
at Murray State
Silvers while Bill
Rev . and Mrs. R
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Inves
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House Votes To Boost
Minimum Wage To $2.00

Primary Tie Prompts
Request For Opinion

year, eluninated the new coverage and set a reduced rate
for teen-agers.
The substitute bill was defeated 218 to 199 and'its major
provisions, offered separately
as amendments to the Democratic bill sponsored by Rep.
John H. Dent, D-Pa., were
turned back by similar margins.
The Dent bill' would raise
wage rates for three groups:
those covered by the minimum
wage before the law was last
amended in 1966, those covered
by the 1966 amendments, and
farm workers.
For the first group, the rate
would go to $2 upon enactment
of the bill and to $2.20 on July,
1974. For the second group it
would go to $1.80 this year, $2
next year and $2.20 in 1975.
The 3.3 million state and local government employes, 1.7
million federal workers and 1
million household domestic
would get the same rates as the
second group.
Farm workers, who now get
a minimum of $1.30 an hour,
would go to $1.60 this year and
then get three annual 20-cent
Increases, reaching $2.20 in
1976.
' The sharpest fight came over
the proposal in the coalition bill
to permit hiring of teen-age
workers at 80 per cent of the
minimum during their first six
months on the job.
Its proponents said the provision was necessary to overcome high unemployment rates
among youths hut4 was attacked as a device to permit
substandard wages. An attempt
to add it to the Dent bill was
defeated 215 to 199.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A oversight."
tie in primary voting in Web"No one I have talked with
ster County has prompted a re- remembers discussing the
quest for an attorney general's omitted material or inopinion on omissions in Ken- tentionally leaving it out," said
tucky's 1972 Omnibus Election Ternplin, who did not take part
Revision Law that affect local in any of the meetings concerning the bill's formulation.
elections.
The Legislative Research
The omissions were noticed
Commission has confirmed that after a tie vote in the Slaughthere were omissions in the re-, ters Magisterial District of
vised election law adopted by Webster County in the May' 29
the 1972 General Assembly that primary.
affect all local elections in the
When ,the incumbent, Ennis
state this year.
Newton, and John Nance each
In adopting the revised law, received 322 votes, County Atty.
legislators failed to provide for: Tommy Chandler, adviser to
—Certification of local pri- the Webster County Board of
mary election nominees and Election Commissioners,checkgeneral election winners usual- ed the law for a way to resolve
ly issued certifications of elec- the deadlock.
(Continued from Page 1
tion by county election commisChandler said Wednesday he
was unable to find any refer- done,•' and wanted also to be
sions;
—Breaking of a tie vote in a ence in the new law to local tie- sure there would be no effort at
county or district less than a breaking, and that he also retribution.
"The fear of retribution?"
county.
noted the absence of statutory
James Templin, LRC staff authority for certification of Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr., R'assignee for elections and candidates who won primary Conn., asked Sloan.
"Retribution," Sloan replied.
courts, said Wednesday it was elections or who had been cehtAs the committee resumed its
discovered that the new law fied by the local commission
had no provisions to replace under the old law.
televised hearings, special WaChandler requested an opin- tergate prosecutor Archibald
those of KRS 119.230, which
was repealed in December 1972. ion on the matter from the at- Cox was'seekingto block news
The repealed statute gave torney general's office, and coverage of some future procounty boards of election corn- said he would not advise the
ceedings, a move likely to be
missioners authority to issue cal board to act until he re- opposed by committee Chaircertificates of nomination to ceived a reply:
man Sam J. Ervin.
winning candidates in local
A spokesman for the Kae• Cox has filed a motion asking
elections and provide copies to lucky Board of Elections said U.S. District Court Judge John
the winning candidates.
Wednesday the board received J. Since' to order the Senate
It also permitted local elec- no report of any other tie in Committee to go behind closed
tion commissions to break ties primary voting, and received doors for testimony from perby lot, such as by drawing no queries concerning local cer- sons facing indictment, or at
straws or flipping a coin.
tification.
least to prevent radio and teleThe spokesman said he "as- vision coverage of sus?) testiThese local provisions are
left out of the new law, though sumed" local boards were tak- mony.
Persons reportedly facing init does give the Kentucky ing necessary action on their
dictment include former White
Board of Elections authority to own.
Houae aides John W. Dean III,
-.--BOSPHORUS
certify deClicontOn 0,5tatttijde
John
D. Ehrlicbman nal ,HaFi.
---'--basis or in districts of more
MIDGE
—
Haldeman, former Atty. Gen.
The Bosphort@ bridge, conthan one county, and to break
John N. Mitchell, former Comties by lot above the local level., structed by an Nnglo-Gerniaq
merce Secretary Maurice H.
seonaortium,
was
The local provisions, laintliflir
completed
Stens, former Nixon campaign
oaid, must have, been omitted recently, establishir4; a road
deputy jeb S. Magruder' and
from the lengthy bill "by pure link between Europe and
Asia
others.
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